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Abstract
Whereas people’s reasoning is often biased by intuitive stereotypical associations, recent debias
studies suggest that performance can be boosted by short training interventions that stress the underlying
problem logic. The nature of this training effect remains unclear. Does training help participants correct
erroneous stereotypical intuitions through deliberation? Or does it help them develop correct intuitions? We
addressed this issue in four studies with base-rate neglect and conjunction fallacy problems. We used a tworesponse paradigm in which participants first gave an initial intuitive response, under time pressure and
cognitive load, and then gave a final response after deliberation. Studies 1A and 2A showed that training
boosted performance and did so as early as the intuitive stage. After training, most participants solved the
problems correctly from the outset and no longer needed to correct an initial incorrect answer through
deliberation. Studies 1B and 2B indicated that this sound intuiting persisted over at least two months. The
findings confirm that a short training can debias reasoning at an intuitive “System 1” stage and get reasoners
to favour logical over stereotypical intuitions.
Keywords: Reasoning; Decision-making; Heuristics & Biases; Debiasing; Intuition

Introduction
Although as human beings we have exceptional capacities to reason, we do not always reason correctly.
Imagine, for example, you are told there is an event with 1000 people. Of the 1000 attendants, 995 are I.T.
technicians and 5 professional boxers. You know that one person (“Person X”) was drawn randomly from all
attendees. Next, you are informed that this person is described to be “strong”. What do you think is most
likely now: Is Person X an I.T. technician or a professional boxer? Intuitively, many people will tend to say that
Person X is a professional boxer based on stored stereotypical associations cued by the descriptive information
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(“Professional boxers are strong”). If your only piece of information were the description of the person that
might be a fair guess. In general, there might be more professional boxers than I.T. technicians who are strong.
However, there are also strong I.T. technicians, and you were explicitly told that there were far more I.T.
technicians than professional boxers in the sample where Person X was drawn from. If you take this extreme
base-rate information into account, this should push the scale to the “I.T. technicians” side. Yet untrained
people typically neglect the base-rate principle and opt for the intuitive response that it is cued by their
stereotypical prior beliefs (e.g., Kahneman, 2011).
Decades of reasoning and decision-making research have shown that similar intuitive thinking is biasing
people’s reasoning in a wide range of situations and tasks (Evans, 2008; Evans & Over, 1996; Kahneman &
Frederick, 2002; Kahneman & Tversky, 1973). In general, this literature indicates that human reasoners have
a strong tendency to base their inferences on fast intuitive impressions rather than on more demanding,
deliberative reasoning. In and by itself, this intuitive or so-called “heuristic” thinking can be useful because it
is fast and effortless and can often provide valid problem solutions. However, our intuitions can sometimes
cue responses that conflict with more logical or probabilistic principles. As the base-rate example illustrates,
relying on mere intuitive thinking will bias our reasoning in that case (Evans, 2010, 2003; Kahneman, 2011;
Stanovich & West, 2000).
Cognitive scientists have long been trying to remediate people’s biased thinking and get them to reason
correctly (e.g., Lilienfeld et al., 2009; Milkman et al., 2009, Nisbett, 1993). A number of recent studies have
been especially successful in this respect (e.g., Boissin et al., 2021; Claidière et al., 2017; Hoover & Healy, 2017;
Morewedge et al., 2015; Purcell et al., 2020; Trouche et al., 2014). These “debiasing” studies have shown that
a short single-shot explanation about the intuitive bias and correct solution strategy often helps reasoners
produce a correct response. Once the problem has been properly explained to reasoners, they manage to
solve structurally similar problems afterward.
Such training effects are obviously promising, of course. However, the nature of the training effect is
currently not clear. A key question is whether the training primarily affects people’s intuitive or deliberate
thinking (or in the popular dual-process terms, their fast “System 1” or slow “System 2”, e.g., Kahneman, 2011).
The common assumption is that after training, participants will be more likely to deliberate properly (i.e., to
engage their “System 2”) and correct the intuitively generated heuristic response (e.g., Evans, 2019; Lilienfeld
et al., 2009; Milkman et al., 2009). This assumption fits with the general dual process idea that the deliberate
“System 2” primarily serves to correct the intuitive “System 1” (Kahneman, 2011).
However, in theory, it is also possible that once reasoners grasp the solution, they will no longer generate
an incorrect intuitive response. Instead, their initial intuitive response would often be sufficient to generate a
correct response without the need for a corrective “System 2” deliberation process. At a general level, this
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“training sound intuiting” idea can be likened to expertise development (e.g., Hogarth, 2010; Larrick & Feiler,
2015; Kahneman & Klein, 2009) in which the goal is also to turn processes that initially require effortful
deliberate “System 2” processing into intuitive “System 1” processes (e.g., Larrick & Feiler, 2015) 1.
If a debiasing training actually helps people intuit correctly, this would have important implications
(Boissin et al., 2021). Although it can be laudable to help people deliberate more, in many daily life situations
they will simply not have the time (or resources/motivation) to deliberate. Hence, if debiasing interventions
help people only to deliberately correct erroneous intuitions, their impact may be suboptimal. Ultimately, we
do not only want people to learn to correct erroneous intuitions but to avoid biased intuitions altogether
(Evans, 2019; Milkman et al., 2009; Reyna et al., 2015; Stanovich, 2018). The potential benefits of training
sound intuition are rife in this respect.
Recent evidence provided some support for the “trained intuitor” point of view. Boissin et al. (2021)
trained their participants on versions of the notorious bat-and-ball problem (i.e., “A bat and a ball together
cost $1.10. The bat costs $1 more than the ball. How much does the ball cost?”; typical incorrect response: 10
cents, correct response: 5 cents) with a short debias training in which the correct solution logic was explained
with a number of practice problems. Critically, they tested participants’ reasoning accuracy before and after
the training with a two-response paradigm (Thompson et al., 2011). In this paradigm, participants are asked
to give two consecutive responses to a reasoning problem. First, they have to respond as fast as possible with
the first intuitive hunch that comes to mind. Next, they can take all the time they want to reflect on the
problem and give a final response. To make maximally sure that the initial response is generated intuitively,
the response needs to be given under time pressure and/or cognitive load (Bago & De Neys, 2017; Newman
et al., 2017). This paradigm allows to measure the training impact on people’s intuitive (initial response
accuracy) and deliberate reasoning performance (final response accuracy). In line with previous training
studies (Claidière et al., 2017; Hoover & Healy, 2017; Purcell et al., 2020; Trouche et al., 2014), most people
solved the bat-and-ball problem correctly after training, when they were allowed to deliberate. However, the
key finding was that, for most previously biased reasoners, after training, their initial, intuitive responses were
already correct. The Boissin et al. (2021) findings consequently lend credence to the claim that training can
help reasoners switch from biased to sound intuiting.
However, the study was but the first of its kind and focused on one single reasoning problem. Given the
importance of the potential applied and theoretical implications, further validation is needed. This is especially

1

Interestingly, in expertise training this is typically achieved by giving clear explanations and practicing in a

“kind environment” that provides immediate feedback (e.g., Larrick & Feiler, 2015)—as it is also done in de-bias
studies.
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crucial since the specific focus on the bat-and-ball problem might have distorted the training findings. That is,
although the bat-and-ball problem is a popular study object and people show massive bias when solving it, in
one critical sense it is also somewhat a-typical. In the bat-and-ball problem, the cued erroneous intuitive
response is itself based on logico-mathematical knowledge (i.e., people arrive at $0.10 cents because they
simply subtract $1 from the total $1.10 instead of applying the following correct equation: "$1 + 2x = $1.10”;
e.g., De Neys et al., 2013; Kahneman, 2011; Morewedge & Kahneman, 2010).
However, most problems from the bias literature cue a conflicting intuitive response that is based on
semantic and/or stereotypical background beliefs (e.g., “CEOs are male”) about which people hold (stronger)
personal beliefs. This difference might have implications for the success of debiasing interventions. When the
bat-and-ball training intervention informs the subject that the answer cannot be 10 cents because otherwise
the bat (at a dollar more) would cost $1.10—which makes for a total cost of $1.20—participants will
presumably not object to the mathematical fact that: $1.10 + $0.10 > $1.10 (i.e., the stated total price). That
is, it might be far harder for people to discard a cued intuitive response for which they hold personal beliefs
than when such beliefs are not at play (e.g., Kaplan et al., 2016; Goel, 2022). Indeed, when people’s personal
belief system is challenged, they might be more likely to engage in motivated reasoning or rationalization to
protect their beliefs (e.g., Ditto et al., 2019; Kahan, 2016, 2017; Kunda, 1990; Mercier & Sperber, 2011;
Pennycook & Rand, 2019). In sum, the striking debiasing results of Boissin et al. (2021) might be limited to a
specific problem in which the reasoners’ belief system is not challenged. In the present study we examined
the robustness and generality of the intuitive training effect by testing whether it could be replicated with
different types of bias problems that evoke an intuitive response based on personal, stereotypical beliefs.
In Study 1A, we focused on the popular base-rate neglect problems (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1973)
akin to the opening example in which a stereotypical description can conflict with base-rate information. In
Study 2A, we looked at equally (in)famous conjunction fallacy problems (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983) in which
a stereotypical description can trick people into violating the elementary conjunction rule (i.e., judging a
conjunction of two events as more likely than one of its constituent events because it fits a cued stereotypical
association). For each study, we contrasted participants’ reasoning performance with a two-response
paradigm before and after a short training session and compared their performance to that of participants
who received no training (the control group). In Study 1B (base-rate problems) and 2B (conjunction problems)
participants were re-tested two months after the initial training to explore whether the training effect was
robust and sustained over time.
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Study 1A: Base-rate training
Method
Pre-registration. The study design and research question were preregistered on the Open Science
Framework (https://osf.io/674gk/). No specific analyses were preregistered.

Participants. Participants were recruited online, using the Prolific Academic website (http://www.prolific.ac).
Participants had to be native English speakers from Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the United States of
America, or the United Kingdom to take part. The same sample size as Boissin et al. (2021) was selected; In
total, 101 individuals participated (62 females, M = 31.0 years, SD = 10.7), 50 participants were randomly
assigned to the training group and 51 to the control group. In total, 38 participants had secondary school as
their highest level of education, and 63 reported a university degree. We compensated participants for their
time at the rate of £5 per hour.

Materials. The study consisted of three blocks presented in the following order: a pre-intervention, an
intervention, and a post-intervention block. In total, each participant had to solve 12 problems during the preintervention block, namely, four conflict, four no-conflict, two neutral and two transfer problems (see below),
and again the same number of problems during the post-intervention block. All the problems are presented
in the Supplementary Material Section A.
Base rate problems. Base-rate problems were taken from Bago and De Neys (2017). Participants
always received a description of the composition of a sample (e.g., “This study contained I.T. engineers and
professional boxers”), base rate information (e.g., “There were 995 engineers and 5 professional boxers”) and
a description that was designed to cue a stereotypical association (e.g. “This person is strong”). Participants'
task was to indicate to which group the person most likely belonged. The task instructions stressed that the
person was drawn randomly from the specified sample.
The problem presentation format was based on Pennycook et al.’s (2014) rapid-response paradigm. The
base rates and descriptive information were presented serially and the amount of text that was presented on
screen was minimized. First, participants received the names of the two groups in the sample (e.g., “This study
contains businessmen and firemen”). Next, under the first sentence (which remained on the screen) we
presented the descriptive information (e.g., Person ‘K’ is brave). The descriptive information specified a
neutral name (‘Person K’) and a single word personality trait (e.g., “brave”) that was designed to trigger the
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stereotypical association. Finally, participants received the base rate probabilities. As in Pennycook et al., base
rates varied between 995/5, 996/4, and 997/3. The following illustrates the full problem format:
This study contains businessmen and firemen.
Person ‘K’ is brave.
There are 996 businessmen and 4 firemen.
Is Person ‘K’ more likely to be:
o

A businessman

o

A fireman

Pennycook et al. (2014) pre-tested the material to make sure that words that were selected to cue a
stereotypical association consistently did so but avoided extremely diagnostic cues. As Bago and De Neys
(2017) clarified, the importance of such a non-extreme and moderate association is not trivial. Note that we
label the response that is in line with the base rates as the correct response. Critics of the base rate task (e.g.,
Gigerenzer et al., 1988; see also Barbey & Sloman, 2007) have long pointed out that if reasoners adopt a
Bayesian approach and combine the base rate probabilities with the stereotypical description, this can lead to
interpretative complications when the description is extremely diagnostic. For example, imagine that we have
an item with males and females as the two groups and give the description that Person ‘A’ is ‘pregnant’. Now,
in this case, one would always need to conclude that Person ‘A’ is a woman, regardless of the base rates. The
more moderate descriptions (such as ‘kind’ or ‘funny’) help to avoid this potential problem. In addition, the
extreme base rates (i.e., 997/3, 996/4, 995/5) that were used in the current study further help to guarantee
that even a very approximate Bayesian reasoner would need to pick the response cued by the base-rates (see
De Neys, 2014).
Note that Pennycook et al. (2014) created the rapid-response base-rate format with a single word
personality trait to reduce reading time (variability) and optimize latency measurement. They showed that the
single-word format did not affect accuracy results: People were as biased with their single-word associations
as with lengthier descriptions.
In each block, we presented four critical “conflict” items, and four control “no-conflict” items. In the conflict
items, the base rate probabilities and the stereotypical information cued conflicting responses (see example
above). In the no-conflict items, they both cued the same response (i.e., the description triggered a
stereotypical trait of a member of the largest group). The following is an example of a no-conflict problem:
This study contains businessmen and firemen.
Person ‘K’ is brave.
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There are 996 firemen and 4 businessmen.
Is Person ‘K’ more likely to be:
o

A fireman

o

A businessman

These control problems should be easy to solve. If participants are paying minimal attention to the task
and refrain from random guessing, they should show high accuracy (Bago & De Neys, 2019).
Two sets of 16 unique items (8 pre-intervention and 8 post-intervention block items) were used for
counterbalancing purposes. For each block, the conflict problems in one set were the no-conflict problems in
the other, and vice-versa (i.e., the base-rates were reversed). Participants were randomly assigned to one of
the two sets. Consequently, none of the pre- and post-intervention problem contents was repeated withinsubjects (i.e., participants saw a total of 16 different items with a unique stereotypical association).
Justification. After the last problem of the post-intervention block, which was always a conflict
problem, participants were asked to type in a justification for their final response (see Supplementary Material
Section B for further details). As in Boissin et al. (2021), results indicated that most correct responses were
correctly justified (training group: 35 correct justifications out of 40 correct responses; control group: 23
correct justifications out of 32 correct responses, see Supplementary Material Section B). Note that the
justification was untimed and retrospective. It was collected for exploratory purposes and does not allow us
to draw any conclusion regarding the intuitive or deliberate nature of participants’ processing.
Neutral problems. We also presented two neutral base-rate problems taken from Pennycook et al.
(2014). These problems were designed such that they did not cue any stereotypical association (i.e., the
descriptive information was not diagnostic). Here is an example of a neutral base-rate problem:
This study contains boys and girls.
Person 'T' is young.
There are 4 boys and 996 girls.
Is Person 'T' more likely to be:
o

a boy

o

a girl

The neutral base-rate items are traditionally used to track people's knowledge of the underlying logical
principles or “mindware” (Stanovich, 2011). When people are allowed to deliberate, reasoners have little
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trouble solving them (e.g., De Neys & Glumicic, 2008; Frey & De Neys, 2017). The neutral problems allowed us
to explore whether a potential learning effect on conflict base-rate problems in which the reasoner needs to
discard a conflicting stereotypical association, leads to a more general performance boost on other untrained
base-rate problems.
Transfer problems. In addition to the base-rate problems, we presented other types of reasoning
problems to test whether the “base-rate” training effect could transfer to other untrained problems with a
different logical structure. In total, we used two problems taken from the Cognitive Reflection Test 2 (CRT2)
based on the “race” problem from Thomson and Oppenheimer (2016), and two conjunction-fallacy problems
taken from Frey et al. (2018). We presented one CRT-like and one conjunction-fallacy problem at the end of
the pre-intervention block, and again one CRT-like and one conjunction-fallacy problem at the end of the postintervention block.
Like the base-rate problems, the CRT-like problems are designed to cue a strong biasing heuristic response
and consequently show low accuracy rates (Frederick, 2005):
Imagine you're in a car race. If you pass the car in fifth place,
what place are you in?
o

Fourth

o

Fifth

o

Sixth

Here, the heuristic incorrect response is “fourth place” and the correct response is “fifth place”. The third
(“sixth”) response option was used as a filler.
For each of the two conjunction problems, participants were given a short personality description of an
individual and were asked to indicate which of two statements was most probable. One statement always
consisted of a conjunction of two characteristics (one characteristic that was likely given the description (i.e.,
a stereotypical association), and one that was unlikely). The other statement contained only the unlikely
characteristic. The following illustrates the structure of the conjunction problem:
Jake is 20.
He grew up in a poor family in a neglected neighbourhood.
He is quite violent and already served a short sentence in prison.
Which statement is most likely?
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Jake plays the violin

o

Jake plays the violin and is jobless

9

Given that the conjunction of two events cannot be more likely than each of the constituent events
(formally: p(A&B) ≤ p(A), ) the correct response was the non-conjunctive statement.
Intervention block. During the intervention block, the participants tried to solve three additional
conflict base-rate problems without any cognitive or time constraint. In the training group, participants were
given an explanation of the correct solution after having responded to each problem. Participants in the
control group received no such explanation. The following example illustrates the explanation:
“The correct answer to the previous problem is that person ’K’ is most likely a “businessman”. Many
people think it is “fireman”, but this answer is wrong.
Most people base their answer solely on the description (“Person K is brave”). If this were all
information you got, this answer would be correct, as it is likely that there are more brave firemen in
the world than brave businessmen.
However, in the problem you also got information about the specific number of businessmen and
firemen in the group that person K got drawn from. You were informed that person K was drawn
randomly from a group with 996 businessmen and only 4 firemen. Since there are so much more
businessmen in the group than firemen (200 times more!), it becomes more likely that person K is a
businessman. After all, although firemen might in general be braver than businessmen, there are also
some businessmen who are brave. If you combine this with the vastly larger number of businessmen in
the group, it will be more plausible that you’re dealing with a brave businessman.”
The explanations were based on the same general principles that were adopted by Boissin et al. (2021):
The explanations were as brief and simple as possible to prevent fatigue or disengagement from the task. Each
explanation explicitly stated both the correct response and the typical incorrect response. To avoid promoting
feelings of judgment (Trouche et al., 2014), we gave no personal performance feedback (e.g., “Your answer
was wrong”). And, to avoid inducing mathematical anxiety, the explanation never mentioned a formal
algebraic equation (Hoover & Healy, 2017). Participants moved on to the following screen by clicking on the
“Next” button.
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Two-response format. For both the pre- and post-intervention blocks, participants responded to each
problem using a two-response procedure, where they first provided a ‘fast’ answer, directly followed by a
second ‘slow’ answer (Thompson et al., 2011). This method allowed us to capture both an initial ‘intuitive’
response, and then a final ‘deliberate’ one. To minimize the possibility that deliberation was involved in
producing the initial ‘fast’ response, participants had to provide their initial answer within a strict time limit
while performing a concurrent cognitive load task (see Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2019; Raoelison & De Neys,
2019). The load task was based on the dot memorization task (Miyake et al., 2001) given that it had been
successfully used to burden executive resources during reasoning tasks (e.g., De Neys, 2006; Franssens & De
Neys, 2009; Verschueren et al., 2004). Participants had to memorize a complex visual pattern (i.e., 4 crosses
in a 3x3 grid) that was presented briefly before each reasoning problem. After their initial (intuitive) response
to the problem, participants were shown four different patterns (i.e., with different matrices of crosses) and
had to identify the one that they had memorized (see De Neys, 2006, for more details).
For all base-rate problems, a time limit of 3 seconds was chosen for the initial response, based on previous
pre-testing that indicated it amounted to the time needed to read the preambles, move the mouse, and click
on a response option (Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2019; Raoelison et al., 2020). For the lengthier transfer problems,
the time limit was set to 6 seconds. The time limit and cognitive load were applied only for the initial response,
and not for the final one (see below).

Procedure. The experiment was run online using the Qualtrics platform. Participants were instructed
that the experiment would take 13-15 minutes and that it demanded their full attention. A general
description of the task was presented in which participants were instructed that they would read
reasoning problems, for which they would have to provide two consecutive responses. They were
told that we were interested in their very first, initial answer that comes to mind and that – after
providing their initial response – they could reflect on the problem and take as much time as they
needed to provide a final answer (see Bago & De Neys, 2017, for literal instructions). In order to
familiarize themselves with the two-response procedure, they first solved two unrelated practice
reasoning problems with a response deadline only. Next, they familiarised themselves with the
cognitive load procedure by solving two memorization trials and, finally, they solved the same two
reasoning problems as before with the full two-response procedure (i.e., deadline + load on initial
response).
Figure 1 shows a typical base-rate trial, which started with the presentation of a fixation cross for 2000ms,
followed by the description of the sample (e.g., “This study contains businessmen and firemen”) for 2000ms,
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and subsequently, by the visual matrix for the cognitive-load task for 2000ms. Afterwards, the descriptive
adjective (e.g., “Person ‘K’ is brave”) was presented for 2000ms followed by the full problem which featured
the base-rate information (e.g. “There are 996 businessmen and 4 firemen”) and the answer options. At this
point participants had 3000ms to choose a response. After 2000ms the background of the screen turned
yellow to warn participants that they only had a short amount of time left to answer. If they had not provided
an answer before the time limit, they were given a reminder that it is important to provide an answer within
the time limit on subsequent trials. Participants were then asked to enter how confident they were with their
response (from 0%, absolutely not confident, to 100%, absolutely confident). Then, they were presented with
four visual matrices and had to choose the one that they had previously memorized. They received feedback
as to whether their memory response was correct. If the answer was not correct, they were reminded that it
was important to perform well on the memory task on subsequent trials. Finally, the same reasoning problem
was presented again, and participants were asked to provide a final deliberate answer (with no time limit)
and, once again, to indicate their confidence level.
Note that given the different nature of the transfer CRT-like and conjunction problems, we adopted a
slightly different timing and presentation format than for the initial response of the base-rate problems. The
problems appeared in two parts. The first part of the conjunction fallacies remained on screen for 4000ms,
and the first part of the CRT-like problems remained on screen for 2000ms. Then, the visual matrix appeared
for 2000ms and next the full problem was shown and remained on screen for 6000ms, during which
participants had to select an answer. After 4000ms the background turned yellow to warn participants for the
deadline. For the transfer CRT-like and conjunction fallacy problems confidence ratings were not requested
after each response, unlike the base-rate problems.
At the end of the study, participants in the control group were also presented with the explanations about
how to solve the base-rate problems, and all participants were asked to complete their demographic
information.
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Figure 1. Time course of a complete two-response base-rate item.

Trial exclusion. We discarded trials in which participants failed to provide their initial answer before
the deadline (3.5% of all trials) or failed to pick the correct matrix in the load task (12.9% of the
remaining trials), and we analysed the remaining 84.1% of all trials. On average, each participant
contributed 20.5 (SEM = 0.6) trials out of 24.

Results and discussion
Base-rate response accuracy. For each participant, we calculated the average proportion of correct initial
and final responses for the conflict and no-conflict problems, in each of the two blocks (pre- and postintervention). We analysed the data using mixed-design ANOVAs with Block (pre- vs post-intervention) as a
within-subjects factor and Group (training vs control) as a between-subjects factor.
First, we focus on accuracies for the final responses. Figure 2 shows that accuracy was low before the
intervention, in both the control and the training group (respectively, M = 59.6%, SEM = 5.6, and M = 53.5%,
SEM = 6.1), which is in line with findings showing that many reasoners opt for the incorrect stereotypical
response even when they can reflect (i.e., the necessary time and resources; Bago & De Neys, 2017; Raoelison
et al., 2020). The overall performance of both groups improved following the intervention; however, the
performance increase was larger in the training group (accuracy increase of M = 32.8%, SEM = 5.5) than in the
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control group (accuracy increase of M = 10.6%, SEM = 3.7). The ANOVA showed that the Block x Group
interaction was significant, F(1,99) = 11.39, p = .001, η²g 2= .02.
To explore whether the training improved people’s intuitive reasoning performance, we repeated the
analyses on accuracies for the initial responses. The results were fully consistent (Figure 2). Once again, most
reasoners failed to solve the conflict problems before the intervention, both in the control and the training
groups (M = 39.6%, SEM = 5.4, and M = 27.0%, SEM = 5.2, respectively), but improved after the intervention.
The improvement was larger in the training group (performance increase of M = 48.3%, SEM = 5.5) than in the
control group (performance increase of M = 6.2%, SEM = 4.4); Block x Group interaction was again significant,
F(1,99) = 36.17, p < .001, η²g = .07.
In sum, the training intervention helped participants to produce more correct responses. Critically, this
improvement was shown not only for final “deliberate” responses for which participants had time and
resources to reflect on their response, but also for initial “intuitive” responses, where deliberation was
minimized 3.
Finally, we analysed the performance for the no-conflict control problems. We observed that performance
was consistently at ceiling, with grand means of 96.2% (SEM = 0.8) for initial accuracy, and 97.4% (SEM = 0.7)
for final accuracy (See Supplementary Material Section C). In line with previous studies (Bago & De Neys, 2020;
Pennycook et al., 2015; Raoelison & De Neys, 2019), participants’ high accuracy rates on the no-conflict
problems indicated that they were paying attention to the task and refrained from random guessing.

2

η²g = generalized eta squared

3

For completeness, we also ran a mixed-design ANOVA on accuracies using Block (pre- vs post-intervention)

and Response-stage (initial vs. final) as within-subjects factors, and Group (training vs control) as a betweensubjects factor. The analysis revealed that the interaction between the three factors was significant, F(1,99) =
6.43, p = .01, η²g = .004, showing that the intervention effect differed between initial and final responses. Figure
2 indicates that, the intervention effect of training on accuracy was more pronounced for initial than for final
responses, but there was no such difference in the control group.
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Figure 2. Average initial and final accuracy on conflict problems in Study 1A (base-rate problems) and 2A
(conjunction problems). Error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM).

Direction of change. To gain some deeper insight into how people changed (or did not change) their
response after deliberation, we performed a direction of change analysis (Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2019). More
specifically, on each trial, people could give a correct (‘1’) or incorrect (‘0’) response at each of the two
response stages (i.e., initial and final). Hence, this can result in four different types of response patterns on
any single trial (“00” pattern, incorrect response at both stages; “11” pattern, correct response at both stages;
“01” pattern, initial incorrect and final correct response; “10” pattern, initial correct and final incorrect
response).
Figure 3 plots the direction of change distribution, for the conflict problems, in both the pre- and postintervention blocks. As the figure shows, in the training group the intervention led to a sharp decrease in “00”
patterns (32.5% drop) which was specifically accompanied by an increase in “11” patterns (48.0% rise). These
trends were far less pronounced in the control group.
Critically, in the training group, the decrease in “00” patterns was driven by an increase in “11” patterns
rather than an increase in “01” patterns. In fact, the latter pattern slightly decreased (15.8%) following the
intervention. These results support the idea that training helped participants intuit the correct solution
strategy rather than correct an initial “erroneous” response through deliberation. More specifically, it
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indicates that, after the training intervention, reasoners were able to apply the correct solution strategy at an
intuitive level.

Figure 3. Proportion of each direction of change (i.e., 00 response patterns, 01 response patterns, 10 response
patterns and 11 response patterns) for the conflict problems as a function of block and group in Study 1A (base
rate problems) and 2A (conjunction problems).

Individual level directions of change. To explore further how participants solved the problems, we
performed an individual level accuracy analysis (Raoelison & De Neys, 2019). For each participant, on each
conflict trial, we coded the direction of change from start to end of the experiment. This allowed us to observe,
at a higher level of detail, how the intervention influenced participants’ response patterns.
First, we describe the categories of participants observed in the training group. By and large, Figure 4
suggests that we can classify the participants into three main categories. First, 12% of the participants did not
benefit from the training intervention since they gave incorrect (biased) responses (i.e., “00” patterns)
throughout the study. These participants were classified as “biased” respondents in Figure 4. Second, some
participants gave correct initial and/or final responses (i.e., “01” or “11” patterns) from start to finish and did
not require any training intervention to respond correctly to the base-rate problems. They represent 30% of
the participants and were labelled as “correct” respondents. Third, some participants improved their
performance after the intervention and were labelled as “improved” respondents. These were participants
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who showed a post-intervention increase in “01” patterns (at the expense of “00” patterns), or an increase in
“11” patterns (at the expense of “00” or “01” patterns). Overall, the proportion of improved respondents in
the training group represented the majority of participants (58%).
Next, we made a further subdivision based on the dominant response category within the pre- and postintervention blocks. Participants who produced a majority of “00” patterns were labelled as “biased”, those
who produced a majority of “01” patterns were labelled as “deliberators”, and those who produced a majority
of “11” patterns were labelled as “intuitors”. These subdivisions allowed us to look more closely into the
individual level directions of change from pre- to post-intervention. Figure 4 shows that, among correct
respondents, the majority of the participants belonged to the “intuitor” sub-category (86.7%), both in the preand post-intervention blocks, and a minority of the participants belonged to the “deliberator” sub-category
(13.3%). Critically, among improved respondents, more than half of the participants who were “biased” before
the intervention became “intuitors” (66.7%) after the intervention and a smaller proportion went from being
“biased” to being “deliberators” (33.3%). Finally, we note that, among improved respondents, 48.3% of the
participants went from being “deliberator” before the intervention to “intuitor” after the intervention. Hence,
although before the training they could already respond correctly through deliberation, after the training they
were able to intuit the correct response (i.e., with no deliberation involved).
With respect to the control group, Figure 4 shows that 19.6% of the participants were biased respondents,
and 43.1% were correct respondents. Note that, in the control group, some respondents (21.7%) showed an
inconsistent response pattern and could not be classified based on our criteria. They were put in an "other"
group. 15.6% of reasoners in the control group showed a natural improvement, in the absence of training, and
started giving correct responses after the control “no-explanation” intervention block. These participants were
labelled as “natural improved”. After the no-explanation intervention, 55.5% of them became “intuitors” while
the remaining 45.5% were “deliberators”. However, the key point is that this natural-improved group (15.6%
of reasoners) was considerably smaller than the improved group in the training condition (58.0% of reasoners).
Again, this finding supports the idea that the training intervention led to an improvement in reasoning with
the base-rate problems.

Conflict detection. Previous studies have shown that, despite giving an incorrect response, reasoners
sometimes detect their error or the presence of a response conflict (e.g., De Neys, 2013; Frey et al., 2017).
This detection is often reflected in increased response doubt (i.e., lowered response confidence). In the
present study, we explored whether the training intervention affected biased reasoners’ ability to detect
conflict in base-rate problems. That is, although the training might not have succeeded in getting biased people
to reason accurately, it might have helped them to better detect that their answer was incorrect. We used the
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conflict-detection index introduced in the study of De Neys et al. (2011), which contrasts confidence 4 ratings
for no-conflict trials that yielded a correct response to confidence ratings for conflict trials that yielded an
incorrect response. We compared the conflict-detection index before and after the intervention, in both the
training and control groups. A higher difference value implies a larger confidence decrease when solving
conflict items, which is believed to reflect a more pronounced conflict experience (Bago & De Neys, 2019;
Pennycook et al., 2015).
Table 1
Conflict detection results in Study 1A (Base-rate problems) and Study 2A (Conjunction problems). Percentage
of mean difference in confidence ratings (Standard Error of the Mean) between incorrect conflict and correct
no-conflict problems.
Group

Study 1A

Initial response

Final response

Pre-intervention

Post-intervention

Pre-intervention

Post-intervention

Control

13.3% (4.7)

7.4% (4.9)

20.6% (5.9)

13.0% (4.9)

Training

-0.6% (3.2)

8.1% (4.2)

7.1% (7.0)

17.7% (9.2)

Control

2.5% (2.3)

8.9% (2.7)

-6.5% (8.5)

8.3% (1.8)

Training

4.9% (3.6)

4.9% (4.0)

7.9% (2.8)

2.9% (3.9)

Study 2A

Table 1 indicates that while the conflict experience (i.e., response doubt for incorrect conflict vs baseline
correct no-conflict trial responses) seemed to increase post-intervention in the training group, the opposite
pattern was observed in the control group. For completeness, we analysed the data using ANOVAs on initial
and final detection indices with Block (pre- vs post-intervention) as a within-subjects factor and Group (training
vs control) as a between-subjects factor. For both final and initial responses, the ANOVAs revealed a trend for
a Group by Block interaction (Final response: F(1,31) = 3.58, p = .07, η2g = .03, Initial response: F(1,51) = 2.52,
p = .12, η2g = .02). In sum, although some participants failed to provide the correct response after the training,
they may nevertheless have benefited from it, in that they were slightly better able to detect that their
heuristic answer was not correct after the training. Clearly, given the weak nature of the trends, this conclusion
remains speculative.

4 Since it has been shown that the initial response latency is not a reliable measure for conflict detection (Bago
& De Neys, 2017), we will present only the conflict detection associated with the confidence ratings.
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Figure 4. Individual level direction of change (each row represents one participant) of Study 1A (base-rate problems) and Study 2A (conjunction problems).
Due to the discarding of missed deadline and load trials (see Trial Exclusion), not all participants contributed 8 analysable trials.
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Predictive conflict detection. We also asked whether individual differences in ability to detect
conflict (before the intervention) was predictive of the success of the training intervention. That is, we
asked whether reasoners who became correct respondents after the training intervention (i.e.,
improved respondents in our individual level classification) showed better conflict detection (i.e.,
stronger response doubt when giving incorrect answers on the conflict problems) before the training
compared to reasoners who did not improve after training (i.e., biased respondents). We again used
the difference in confidence ratings for incorrect conflict problem responses and correct no-conflict
control problem responses as our index of conflict detection. Hence, the higher the conflict detection
index, the more a participant doubted their incorrect answer (i.e., the higher the error detection).
For final responses, we observed a better conflict detection for the improved (M = 17.0%, SEM =
7.9) compared to the biased respondents (M = -0.2%, SEM = 2.2), t(22) = 2.06, p = .05, d = .70. The
same trend was observed for initial responses although it did not reach significance (M improved =
7.4%, SEM = 4.4; M biased = -0.3%, SEM = 0.3), t(29) = 1.75, p = .09, d = .50. Note that, for both initial
and final responses, reasoners from the biased group did not show a nominal detection effect (i.e., the
conflict detection index was negative), showing that these participants did not doubt their incorrect
conflict responses.

Neutral problem accuracy. We tested whether the training could lead to a performance increase
with untrained neutral problems, in which the description did not cue a stereotypical response. Figure
5 indicates that, except for a general pre- to post-intervention increase in accuracy, there was no clear
sign of a training effect on neutral problems. Specifically, for both response stages (i.e., initial, and
final), there was no significant Block x Group interaction (Final response: F(1,90) = 0.32, p = .57, η²g =
.001; Initial response: F(1,88) = 0.79, p = .38, η²g = .004). In sum, participants tended to improve
somewhat through passive repetitive exposure, but this improvement was not boosted by the training
intervention. Hence, although our conflict problems results indicate that participants learned to favour
the base-rate response over a conflicting stereotypical association, they did not learn to favour baserates more generally (either intuitively or deliberately) per se.

Transfer problem accuracy. Finally, we asked whether the training intervention led to performance
increase on untrained reasoning problems with a different logical structure than the base-rate
problems (i.e., CRT-like and conjunction fallacy problem).
Figure 5 shows the average performance. The ANOVAs revealed that performance remained stable
after the intervention in both groups, for final responses (no significant Block x Group interaction:
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F(1,96) = 0.42, p = .52, η²g = .001) and for initial responses as well (no significant Block x Group
interaction: F(1,91) = 2.00, p = .16, η²g = .01). This pattern was similar for each problem in isolation
(see Supplementary Material Section D). Hence, the results suggest that the training effect is highly
specific to conflict base-rate problems and does not lead to an increase in (intuitive or deliberate)
performance on other untrained reasoning tasks.

Figure 5. Average initial and final accuracy on neutral and transfer problems in Study 1A and 2A Error
bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM).

Study 2A: Conjunction training
Study 1A showed that our base-rate training intervention helped reasoners to intuit the correct
response to conflict base-rate (but not other) problems. After training, participants favoured the
response cued by the base-rates over a conflicting cued stereotypical response even when deliberation
was minimized. In Study 2A, we tested the robustness of this intuitive application of a trained principle
over a conflicting stereotypical association by examining whether it applied to the conjunction fallacy
problem (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983). Here, a cued stereotypical association typically tricks people to
violate the logical conjunction rule. Participants typically read a short personality sketch (e.g., “Perry,
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36, has previously studied literature and likes poetry”). They are then asked to judge the probability of
statements such as ‘(A) Perry is a carpenter’, and ‘(B) Perry is a carpenter and a novel writer’. The
conjunction rule, one of the most fundamental laws of probability, holds that the probability of a
conjunction of two events cannot exceed that of either of its constituents (i.e., p(A&B)≤p(A), p(B)).
Thus, there should always be more individuals that are simply carpenter than individuals that are
carpenters and in addition also novel writers. However, without training, people massively violate the
conjunction rule and intuitively conclude that statement B is more probable than statement A based
on the intuitive match with the stereotypical description (Andersson et al., 2020; Tversky & Kahneman,
1983). We tested whether an intervention in which the conjunction logic was clarified, helped people
to (intuitively) disregard the tempting stereotypical association and avoid the conjunction fallacy.

Method
Study 2A was roughly similar to Study 1A except that participants were not asked to provide a
justification at the end of the experiment, and that they did not respond to neutral problems. Also,
unlike in Study 1A, transfer problems consisted of CRT-like and base-rate problems. Only the specifics
inherent to Study 2A will be presented.

Pre-registration. The study design and research question were preregistered on the Open Science
Framework (https://osf.io/674gk/). No specific analyses were preregistered.

Participants. Participants were recruited online, using the Prolific Academic website
(http://www.prolific.ac). Participants had to be native English speakers from Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, the United States of America, or the United Kingdom to take part. As in Study 1A, 100
individuals participated (72 females, M = 35.7 years, SD = 11.8), 46 participants were randomly
assigned to the training group and 54 to the control group. In total, 50 participants had secondary
school as their highest level of education, and 50 reported a university degree. We compensated
participants for their time at the rate of £5 per hour.
Note that in addition to the above 100 participants, there were also a total of 95 participants who
started the experiment but could not complete it due to a coding error in the post-intervention block.
These partial data were not analysed for the main study, but they are included in our publicly available
data file.
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Materials. The study consisted of three blocks presented in the following order: a pre-intervention,
an intervention, and a post-intervention block. In total, each participant had to solve 10 problems
during the pre-intervention block, namely, four conflict, four no-conflict, and two transfer problems
(see below), and again the same number of problems during the post-intervention block. All the
problems are presented in the Supplementary Material Section A.
Conjunction problems. We used the conjunction task format introduced by Andersson et al.
(2020). All conjunction problems presented a short personality description of a character. This
description consisted of the character’s name (e.g., "Emery"), his age (e.g., "30"), his previous studies
(e.g., "robotics") and his hobby/interests (e.g., "AI"). Next, the participants were given four response
options and were asked to indicate which one was most probable. In the critical conflict items, one
option presented a characteristic that featured an unlikely stereotypical association given the
description (e.g., a cashier) and one option presented a conjunction of this unlikely and a likely
characteristic (e.g. “a cashier and a computer hacker”). Two other filler options presented a
characteristic that was very unlikely (e.g. “an international pop singer”) and a conjunction of two
unlikely characteristics (e.g., “a cashier and a cheerleader”). The following illustrates the full problem
format:
Emery, 30, has previously studied robotics and likes AI.
Is it most probable that the described person is:
-

A cashier

-

An international pop singer

-

A cashier and a cheerleader

-

A cashier and a computer hacker

As with the base-rate problems in Study 1A, in addition to the four conflict problems we also
presented four no-conflict control problems in each block. In the no-conflict problems, we replaced
the singular unlikely response option with the option that featured the likely stereotypical association.
Here is an example:
Emery, 30, has previously studied robotics and likes AI.
Is it most probable that the described person is:
-

A computer hacker

-

An international pop singer

-

A cashier and a cheerleader

-

A cashier and a computer hacker
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Reasoners will tend to select the statement that best fits with the stereotypical description (i.e., the
most representative statement, see Tversky & Kahneman, 1983). Clearly, the fit will be higher for the
likely than the unlikely characteristic with the conjunctive statement falling in between. Hence, on the
no-conflict problems, stereotypical associations will no longer favour the conjunctive over the singular
statement and participants are expected to show high accuracies (e.g., see De Neys et al., 2011).
Two sets of 16 unique items (8 pre-intervention and 8 post-intervention block items) were used for
counterbalancing purposes. The conflict problems in one set were the no-conflict problems in the
other, and vice-versa. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two sets. Consequently, as
with the Study 1A base-rate problems, none of the pre- and post-intervention conjunction problem
contents was repeated within-subjects (i.e., participants saw a total of 16 different items with a unique
stereotypical association).
The four response options were presented in random order. Note that Andersson et al. (2020),
adopted the four options design to minimize the use of simple visual response strategies (e.g., "always
choose the shortest answer"). As in the Andersson et al. study, selection of the filler options was overall
very rare in our study (i.e., less than 12% of options). However, strictly speaking, participants who
select the singular very unlikely option do not violate the critical conjunction rule. Given that we are
interested in learning effects, selection of the very unlikely option can be considered a correct
response. First, we ran all analyses while including the “very unlikely” option as correct and, second,
while not including it. None of our conclusions were affected either way. To avoid a lengthy technical
discussion, we report the analyses in which selection of the singular unlikely and likely response are
both considered correct (i.e., correct answer = answer on which the conjunction fallacy is avoided).
Figure S3 in Supplementary Material Section E gives a detailed overview of the selection frequency of
each individual response option.
Pilot rating study. We created a pool of 60 potential items that contained translated and
culturally adapted items from Andersson et al. (2020) and newly generated items that respected the
same structure. To validate the stereotypical problem content, we ran a pilot rating study with 90
participants (60 female, mean age = 34.2 years, SD = 12.5). Participants were asked to rate how well
each option matched the described person on a scale from 0 (not at all similar) to 10 (very similar). To
select the most appropriate material, after an initial exploration, we picked items for which, in the
conflict version, the combination of the unlikely and likely constituent was rated at a minimum of 3.5
and was rated higher than the unlikely constituent, while in their no-conflict counterpart, the likely
constituent was rated at a minimum of 5 and higher than the combination of the unlikely and likely
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constituent. In addition, the relative option ranking needed to be maximally respected (e.g., very
unlikely < unlikely < likely and unlikely combination < likely). We selected 32 items for which these
differences were greatest. Among the ultimately selected items, the average ratings for the different
response options were: Very unlikely option (M = 1.4, SD = 1.8); unlikely option (M = 2.0, SD = 2.2);
unlikely and unlikely option (M =1.7, SD = 1.9); unlikely and likely option (M = 5.1, SD = 2.5), and likely
option (M = 6.7, SD = 2.6). Half of the items were used for the current Study 2A, the other half was
used for Study 2B. The full item set can be found in the Supplementary Material Section A.
Transfer problems. In order to test for a potential transfer of the training effect, the same two
race problems from the CRT2 (Thomson & Oppenheimer, 2016) as used in Study 1A and two longformat base-rate problems taken from De Neys and Glumicic (2008) were presented before and after
the intervention.
For each of the base-rate problems, participants were first given the composition of a sample of
1000 people in which a person has been randomly drawn (e.g., “In a study, 1000 people were tested.
Among the participants, there were 4 men and 996 women. Jo is a randomly chosen participant of this
study”). Afterwards, participants were displayed a short personality description of this person and
were asked to indicate to which group the chosen participant most likely belongs. Here is an example:
In a study, 1000 people were tested. Among the participants, there were 4 men and 996
women. Jo is a randomly chosen participant of this study.
Jo is 23 years old and is finishing a degree in engineering. On Friday nights, Jo likes to go out
cruising with friends while listening to loud music and drinking beer.
What is most likely ?


Jo is a man



Jo is a woman

We opted for the long-format base-rate version because it did not require familiarizing participants
with the short “single word” presentation format (e.g., as used in Study 1A) and strict timing was less
critical for the exploratory transfer question.
Unlike in Study 1, we did not present “neutral” problems in Study 2A.
Intervention block. During the intervention block, the participants solved three additional
conjunction problems without any cognitive or time constraint. In the training group, participants were
given an explanation of the correct solution after having responded to each problem. Participants in
the control group received no such explanation. The training explanations were based on the same
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general principles that were adopted for the base-rate training in Study 1A: The explanations were as
brief and simple as possible, and each explanation explicitly stated both the correct response and the
typical incorrect response. No personal performance feedback was given, and the explanation did not
mention any formal mathematical equations or symbols (e.g., Venn-diagrams). The following example
illustrates the explanation:
“The correct answer to the previous problem is that Emery is most likely "a cashier". Many
people think that the answer is "a cashier and a computer hacker" but this answer is wrong.
Most people base their answer on the description.
Sometimes the description can lead us to give a correct answer, but it can also lead us astray.
Indeed, if we refer to Emery’s educational background and interests, it seems more realistic to
think of Emery as "a cashier and a computer hacker" rather than merely “a cashier”. Simply
because adding that Emery is also "a computer hacker" is more in line with our representation
of someone who has studied robotics and likes AI, rather than Emery only being "a cashier".
If one of the proposed answers had been “a computer hacker" then this reasoning would
probably be correct. However, in this problem the option "a computer hacker" is presented
together with another event, "a cashier".
Now, the statistical probability that Emery is "a cashier" is higher than the probability that
Emery is "a cashier AND a computer hacker".
This is because a single event is always more probable than the combination of this event with
another one, whether or not you think it fits the description.
To illustrate this reasoning, consider the category corresponding to "a cashier".
Some cashiers will also be computer hackers, others will not be computer hackers.
The group of people who are “cashier and computer hacker” is a subgroup of the group of all
cashiers. Hence, there will always be more people who are simply “cashier” than people who
are cashiers and in addition also computer hackers. Simply because one is a subgroup of the
other, it will always be more probable that someone is a cashier rather than a cashier and a
computer hacker.”
Two-response format. We used the same two-response format as in Study 1A in which
participants gave an initial response under load and time-pressure and were afterwards allowed to
deliberate to give a final response. The response deadline in the initial response stage for the
conjunction problems was set to 5 seconds based on a second pilot study. In this pilot study, 25
participants (16 female, mean age = 36.1 years, SD = 13.2) were presented the same problems with
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the same training intervention as in the main study but we adopted a classic “one-response” format in
which they gave only one single answer and were not instructed to respond as fast as possible. The
pilot study indicated that prior to the intervention, average overall response time was 8.5 seconds
(SEM = 0.8) (and 9.5 seconds, SEM = 2.0, for correct responses). The 5 seconds deadline amounted to
the fastest quartile (rounded to the nearest integer) of the unrestricted overall response time, which
should create substantial time-pressure.
For the (lengthier) transfer base-rate problem, the time limit was set to 8 seconds based on the
“one-response” response time for similar problems in the study from De Neys and Glumicic (2008).

Procedure. The procedure was similar to Study 1A. The only difference concerned the problem
structure and initial presentation timing. Each two-response conjunction trial started with the
presentation of a fixation cross for 2000ms, followed by the character description (e.g., “Emery, 30,
has previously studied robotics and likes AI.”) for 5000ms, and subsequently, by the visual matrix for
the cognitive-load task for 2000ms. Afterwards, the full problem which featured the description, the
question (e.g. “Is it most probable that the described person is:”), and the answer options, was
displayed. At this point participants had 5000ms to choose a response. After 3000ms the background
turned yellow to warn participants for the deadline. Figure 6 illustrates the full procedure.
Given the different nature of the transfer base-rate problems, we adopted slightly different timings
and presentation format than for the initial response of the conjunction problems. The first part of the
transfer base-rate problem, which presents base-rate information (e.g., “In a study, 1000 people were
tested. Among the participants, there were 4 men and 996 women. Jo is a randomly chosen participant
of this study”), remained on screen for 5000ms. Then, the visual matrix appeared for 2000ms and,
next, the full problem was featured and remained on screen for 8000ms, during which participants had
to select an answer. After 6000ms the background turned yellow to warn participants for the deadline.
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Figure 6. Time course of a complete two-response conjunction item.

Trial exclusion. We discarded trials in which participants failed to provide their initial answer
before the deadline (2.0% of all trials) or failed to pick the correct matrix in the load task (9.2%
of the remaining trials), and we analysed the remaining 90.8% of all trials. On average, each
participant contributed 17.7 (SEM = 0.5) trials out of 20.

Results and discussion
Conjunction response accuracy. Final response accuracy, as shown in Figure 2, was very low
before the intervention, in both the control and the training groups (respectively, M = 9.7%, SEM = 3.0,
and M = 4.5%, SEM = 1.7). Performance increased after the intervention, but the improvement was
larger for the training group (accuracy increase of M = 58.3%, SEM = 6.3) than for the control group
(accuracy increase of M = 4.2%, SEM = 2.3). As in Study 1A , we again ran mixed-design ANOVAs with
Block (pre- vs post-intervention) as a within-subjects factor and Group (training vs control) as a
between-subjects factor. The Block x Group interaction was significant, F(1,98) = 72.25, p < .001, η²g =
.21.
Performance on the initial response was very low before the intervention for both the control (M =
15.4%, SEM = 2.9) and the training group (M = 15.9%, SEM = 2.9). After the intervention, the training
group showed a larger performance improvement (average increase of M = 44.4%, SEM = 6.5) than
the control group (average increase of M = 2.5%, SEM = 3.7); the ANOVA showed that the Block x
Group interaction was significant, F(1,98) = 33.38, p < .001, η²g = .13. Hence, consistent with the
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findings of Study 1A, not only did training boost performance, it did so as early as the initial, intuitive
response phase 5.
As expected, in contrast with the conflict problems, accuracy on the no-conflict control problems
was consistently high from the start with grand means of 77.6% (SEM = 1.8) for initial accuracy, and
79.4% (SEM = 1.7) for final accuracy (see Supplementary Material Section C). This again shows that
participants were paying attention to the task and adequately read and processed the problem
material.

Direction of change. Figure 3 (right panel) plots the direction of change distribution, for the
conflict conjunction problems. As in Study 1A, for the training group the intervention led to a sharp
decrease in “00” patterns (53.1% drop) which was specifically accompanied by a surge in “11” patterns
(51.4% increase). These trends were far less pronounced in the control group. Critically, in the training
group, the decrease in “00” patterns was again driven by an increase in “11” patterns (51.4%) rather
than an increase in “01” patterns (8.7% increase). In line with Study 1A, these results support the idea
that training helped participants intuit the correct solution strategy right away rather than correct an
initial “erroneous” response through deliberation.

Individual level directions of change. For each participant, on each conflict trial, we coded the
direction of change from start to end of the experiment. We classified participants using the same
categories as in Study 1A. As Figure 4 (right panel) shows, key trends were that, in the control group,

5

For completeness, we also ran a mixed-design ANOVA on accuracies using Block (pre- vs post-

intervention) and Response-stage (initial vs. final) as within-subjects factors, and Group (training vs
control) as a between-subjects factor. The analysis revealed that the interaction between the three
factors was significant, F(1,98) = 215.55, p = .04, η²g = .003 (see Figure 2). Visual trends suggest that,
in the training group, the intervention effect was slightly more pronounced for final than for initial
responses. Interestingly, Figure 2 further shows that, in the control group and before the intervention in
the training group, final accuracies tended to be lower than initial accuracies. With the base-rate
problems in Study 1A, as well as with various other problems (e.g., Bago & De Neys, 2017, 2019), final
accuracies are typically higher than initial accuracies (i.e., deliberation typically boosts performance).
Note that such a reversed pattern has been previously observed with conjunction problems (Dujmović
et al., 2020). As Dujmović et al., argued, this might indicate that, to some extent, processing of the
stereotypical, heuristic response requires some minimal deliberation. Nevertheless, the key point is that
both the initial (intuitive) and final (deliberate) performance increased after training.
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the vast majority (90.7%) stayed biased throughout the experiment. However, in the training group
most individuals improved after the intervention (65.2%), while only a minority (34.8%) remained
biased. Among the improved respondents, 86.7% went from being “biased” before the intervention to
“intuitor” after the intervention (i.e., producing a majority of “11” responses) while 13.3% went from
being “ biased” to “deliberator” (i.e., producing a majority of “01” responses). Hence, as in Study 1A,
the individual level trends indicate that the intervention helped most participants to improve, allowing
them to intuit correctly rather than to correct erroneous intuitions through deliberation.

Conflict detection. As in Study 1A, we calculated a conflict detection index by contrasting
confidence ratings for correctly solved no-conflict items to confidence ratings for non-solved conflict
items. Contrary to the base-rate conflict detection analysis in Study 1A, there was no indication that
the training boosted conflict detection (see Table 1). Both for initial and final response stages, the
ANOVAs showed no significant interaction between Group and Block (for final response: F(1,70) = 2.29,
p = .13, η2g = .016; and for initial response: F(1,73) = 1.44, p = .23, η2g = .01).

Predictive conflict detection. We contrasted the conflict detection index of participants who
benefitted from the training with that of participants who remained biased. Here too, we failed to
replicate the trends observed in Study 1A. Improved individuals did not show better conflict detection
than biased ones. If anything, there was a trend in the opposite direction both for final responses (M
biased = 7.2%, SEM = 3.4; M improved = -0.6%, SEM = 3.0), t(34) = 1.44, p = .16, d = .44, and for initial
responses (M biased = 11.5%, SEM = 5.3; M improved = -0.5%, SEM = 3.0), t(20) = 1.98, p = .06, d = .68.
Improved responders did not show any nominal detection effect (i.e., the conflict detection index was
negative).
In sum, our findings with the base-rate and conjunction training were overall highly similar, except
for the conflict-detection findings. Unlike in Study 1A and in Boissin et al. (2021, using bat-and-ball
problems), where training tended to boost conflict detection and predicted training success, such
trends were not observed with the conjunction problems of Study 2A.
One potential explanation is that the specific no-conflict conjunction format does not allow an
accurate conflict detection measurement (e.g., Aczel et al., 2016; Scherer et al., 2017). That is, the
conflict conjunction item presents a critical choice between an unlikely singular option and a
conjunction of this unlikely and a likely option. It has been argued that the lowered confidence on
conflict (vs. no-conflict) conjunction items will therefore not necessarily result from the fact that
reasoners detect a conflict with the conjunction rule but rather from the fact that none of the options
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present an optimal stereotypical fit (i.e., by definition the likely option fits better with the description
than the combination of the unlikely and likely option, Aczel et al., 2016). The finding that those
reasoners who benefitted least from the intervention showed the nominally strongest confidence
decrease might be consistent with such a superficial similarity account. Although speculative, if correct
these findings lend credence to the claim that caution is needed when interpreting a lowered response
confidence as a pure index of conflict detection on conjunction problems (Aczel et al., 2016; Scherer
et al., 2017).

Transfer problem accuracy. Figure 5 shows that there was no transfer effect of the conjunction
training intervention. The ANOVAs revealed that the average performance was not boosted on
untrained problems, neither for initial transfer responses (no significant Block x Group interaction:
F(1,87) = 0.01, p = .91, η²g = .000) nor final transfer responses (no significant Block x Group interaction:
F(1,88) = 0.45, p = .50, η²g = .002). The conclusions were similar for each transfer problem in isolation
(see Supplementary Material Section D). Hence, the results indicate that the conjunction training effect
is highly specific to conjunction problems and does not lead to an increase in performance on other
untrained reasoning tasks.

Study 1B: Base-rate training re-test
Study 2A showed that the key Study 1A training results generalized to conjunction problems: After
a training in which the conjunction logic was explained, participants managed to intuit the correct
response. Their first, initial hunches were correct, and they no longer needed to deliberate to correct
an initial erroneous answer. As with the Study 1A base-rate training, the training was task specific and
did not transfer to untrained tasks.
In Study 1B, we tested the persistence of the Study 1A base-rate training effects. Two months after
the completion of Study 1A, all the participants from the training group were invited to take part in a
re-test. Study 1B used the same procedure as Study 1A, except that all base-rate problems had a
different surface content. After the pre-intervention block, participants again went through a training
intervention and completed a post-intervention block. This allowed us to explore whether an
additional training session could further boost participants’ performance
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Method
Pre-registration. The study design and research question were preregistered on the Open Science
Framework ( https://osf.io/674gk/ ). No specific analyses were preregistered.

Participants. Thirty-four participants took part in Study 1B (out of the 50 participants from the
training group in Study 1A; 24 females, M = 32.4 years, SD = 12.1). The sample consisted of five people
who were classified as biased respondents in Study 1A, 10 who were correct respondents and 19 who
were improved respondents. We compensated participants for their time at the rate of £7 per hour.

Materials and Procedure. The material and the procedure were the same as in Study 1A. All the
problems featured new contents (see Supplementary Material Section A).

Trial exclusion. Participants failed to provide their first answer before the deadline on 10.3% of all
trials and failed to pick the correct matrix on the load task on 6.9% of the remaining trials. We discarded
these trials and analysed the remaining trials (83.5 % of all trials). On average, each participant
contributed 20.2 (SEM = 0.4) trials out of 24 to the analysis.

Results and discussion
The sustained training effect.
In order to test whether the training effect sustained over time, we compared performance of the
post-intervention block of Study 1A (i.e., after the first training) to that of the pre-intervention block
of Study 1B (i.e., two months later). We also tested whether performance in the pre-intervention block
of Study 1B was higher than that in the pre-intervention block of Study 1A.
Base-rate response accuracy. For each participant, we contrasted the average proportion of
correct initial and final conflict responses, across Study 1A pre-intervention, Study 1A postintervention, and Study 1B pre-intervention blocks.
First, we focus on final-response accuracies. Figure 7 shows that participants tended to give less
correct responses two months after training (in the pre-intervention block of Study 1B; M = 80.6%,
SEM = 6.0) than just after training (in the post-intervention block of Study 1A; M = 87.0%, SEM = 7.1),
t(33) = 1.73, p = .09, d = .30. Nevertheless, they still gave more correct responses two months after
training (M = 80.6%, SEM = 6.0) than before their first training (in the pre-intervention block of Study
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1A; M = 52.9%, SEM = 7.2), t(33) = 3.87, p <.001, d = .66. Overall, these results indicate that, for final
responses, the training effect sustained two months after the first training.
The same trend was observed with initial responses. Despite a decrease in performance observed
two months after training (Study 1B pre-intervention: M = 58.8%, SEM = 6.9), compared to just after
training (Study 1A post-intervention: M = 76.5%, SEM = 5.8), t(33) = 3.50, p = .001, d = .60, performance
remained better than before the first training (Study 1A pre-intervention: M = 28.2%, SEM = 6.1), t(33)
= 4.97, p <.001, d = .85.
In Study 1B, we managed to reach 68% (34/50) of the Study 1A participants. To check for a possible
attrition confound (e.g., subjects who did better in Study 1A were more likely to sign-up for Study 1B),
we compared the Study 1A pre-intervention conflict problem accuracy of the subgroup of Study 1B
participants (Initial response: M = 28.2%, SEM = 6.1; Final response: M = 52.9%, SEM = 7.1) to the
accuracy of Study 1A pre-intervention of the participants who did not take part (but were invited) to
the re-test (Initial response: M = 24.5%, SEM = 9.8; Final response: M = 54.7%, SEM = 11.7). Given that
both groups showed very similar accuracy rates (Initial response: t(48) = 0.33, p = .74, d = -.10; Final
response: t(48) = 0.13, p = .90, d =.04), it is unlikely that the Study 1B results are artificially boosted
because of an attrition confound.
In conclusion, the training intervention effect was robust and sustained over time, for at least two
months, for both initial ‘intuitive’ responses and final ‘deliberate’ responses. This result was also
backed up by a direction of change analysis (see Supplementary Material Section F).
For completeness, no-conflict problem accuracies were also analysed. For both final and initial
responses, performance remained near ceiling (see Supplementary Material Section C).
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Figure 7. Average initial and final accuracy on conflict problems in the base-rate (pre- and postintervention of Study 1A and Study 1B) and in the conjunction studies (pre- and post-intervention of
Study 2A and Study 2B). Error bars are standard errors of mean (SEM).
Direction of change according to type of respondents from Study 1A. To get a more detailed
picture, Figure 8 shows the proportion of each direction of change in Studies 1A and 1B, separately for
those reasoners who were classified as Biased, Correct and Improved respondents based on the
Study 1A classification. A visual inspection of the data shows that correct respondents (i.e., reasoners
who answered correctly before receiving any training, n = 10) kept giving a majority of “11” response
patterns two months after training, while biased respondents (i.e., reasoners who were still biased
after Study 1A training, n = 5) remained biased two months later, mainly giving “00” response patterns.
In comparison, improved respondents (i.e., reasoners who benefitted from the Study 1A training, n =
19) gave more “00” response patterns two months after the training intervention (11.0%) than just
after it (1.8%), but far less than before training (47.4%). In addition, improved respondents produced
more “11” response patterns (57.5%) two months after than just before Study 1A training (11.4%).
Critically, even two months after the intervention, they were still more likely to produce “11” response
patterns (57.5%) than “01” response patterns (30.3%), suggesting that the training provided in Study
1A led most participants to intuit the correct solution strategy over a period of at least two months. In
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sum, the results suggest that the training effect persisted over time for those who saw a performance
increase after the training intervention of Study 1A.

Figure 8. Proportion of each direction of change (i.e., 00 response patterns, 01 response patterns, 10
response patterns and 11 response patterns) for the conflict problems as a function of Block and Type
of respondent in base-rate (Study 1A and Study 1B) and conjunction studies (Study 2A and Study 2B)
for the participants who took part in the re-tests.
Additional data. For completeness, consistent with Study 1A, we also presented additional
neutral and transfer problems, collected confidence ratings and justifications. We had no a priori
hypotheses about these data but the interested reader can find an overview in the Supplementary
Material (Section G for neutral problems, Section H for transfer problems, Section I for confidence
ratings). Also, the individual level of direction of change analysis for Studies 1A and 1B can be found in
the Supplementary Material Section J.

Second training effect
In Study 1B, we also tested whether a second training could further improve performance. We
compared performance across the pre- and post-intervention blocks of Study 1B, and across the postintervention blocks of Study 1A and 1B.
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Base-rate response accuracy. First, we focus on final-response accuracies. Figure 7 shows that
participants gave more correct responses after the training intervention of Study 1B (M = 84.9%, SEM
= 6.0) than just before it (M = 80.1%, SEM = 6.1), t(32) = 2.3, p = .03, d = .39. However, the difference
between Study 1B post-intervention performance (M = 84.9%, SEM = 6.0) and Study 1A postintervention performance (M = 86.6%, SEM = 5.0) did not reach significance, t(32) = 0.45, p = .65, d =
.08, suggesting that the second training did not succeed in further boosting performance.
With respect to initial-response accuracy, participants’ performance was again higher after the
training intervention of Study 1B (M = 75.6%, SEM = 6.6) than just before it (M = 59.1%, SEM = 7.1),
t(32) = 3.21, p = .003, d = .56, but it was almost identical to the level reached after the training
intervention of Study 1A (M = 75.8%, SEM = 6.0), t(32) = 0.001, p =.99, d = .0001. In other words, the
slight performance decrease observed two months after the first training was remediated with an
additional training, but the second training did not boost performance beyond the (already high) level
reached after the first training.
Note that the accuracy results presented here were also supported by a direction of change analysis
(see Supplementary Material Section F). No-conflict problem accuracies can also be found in the
Supplementary Material Section C. Performance was near ceiling for both final and initial responses.
Individual level directions of change classification. We performed a direction of change
analysis according to the type of respondent classification in Study 1A. Mirroring the overall accuracy
effects, in both the “correct-respondent” and “improved-respondent” groups, the proportion of “11”
response patterns was higher after the second training, compared to just before it (Figure 8) and again
reached the high post-intervention level observed in Study 1A. Note that, for the “biased” group, there
was a small trend towards slightly higher “01” responses after the second training but “11” responses
did not improve.

Study 2B: Conjunction training re-test
Study 1B showed that our base-rate training intervention was persistent and had a long-lasting
effect. Up to two months after training, improved participants continued to show an increased
tendency to favour the response cued by the base-rates over a conflicting cued stereotypical response,
both during the initial ‘intuitive’ and final ‘deliberate’ response stage. In Study 2B, we focused on the
persistency of the conjunction fallacy training. Two months after the completion of Study 2A, all the
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participants from the training group were invited to take part in a re-test. As in Study 1B, we also
explored whether an additional training session could further boost performance.

Method
Pre-registration. The study design and research question were preregistered on the Open Science
Framework (https://osf.io/674gk/). No specific analyses were preregistered.

Participants. Forty-one participants took part in Study 2B (out of the 46 participants from the training
group in Study 1A; 30 females and one neutral-gender, M = 37.9 years, SD = 12.4). The sample consisted
of 15 people who were classified as biased respondents in Study 2A and 26 who were classified as
improved respondents. We compensated participants for their time at the rate of £7 per hour.

Materials and Procedure. The material and the procedure were the same as in Study 2A. All the
problems featured new contents (see Supplementary Material Section A).

Trial exclusion. Participants failed to provide their first answer before the deadline on 6.4% of all
trials and failed to pick the correct matrix on the load task on 8.5% of the remaining trials. We discarded
these trials and analysed the remaining trials (91.5 % of all trials). On average, each participant
contributed 16.1 (SEM = 0.3) trials out of 20 to the analysis.

Results and discussion
The sustained training effect
Conjunction response accuracy. Figure 7 (right panel) shows that, for the final response stage,
trained participants gave less correct responses two months after training (in the pre-intervention
block of Study 2B; M = 34.4%, SEM = 6.9) than just after training (in the post-intervention block of
Study 2A; M = 62.9%, SEM = 6.5), t(39) = 4.50, p < .001, d = .71. Nevertheless, they still gave more
correct responses than before their first training (in the pre-intervention block of Study 2A; M = 4.6%,
SEM = 1.8), t(39) = 4.09, p <.001, d = .65.
The same trend was observed for initial responses. Despite a decrease in performance two months
after training (Study 2B pre-intervention: M = 42.7%, SEM = 6.4), compared to just after training (Study
2A post-intervention: M = 63.0%, SEM = 6.4), t(38) = 3.07, p = .004, d = .49, performance remained
better than before the first training (Study 2A pre-intervention: M = 13.5%, SEM = 2.8), t(38) = 4.16, p
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<.001, d = .67. In conclusion, in line with the Study 1B base-rate findings, the conjunction training
intervention effect was robust and sustained over time, for at least two months, for both initial
‘intuitive’ responses and final ‘deliberate’ responses. This result was also backed up by a direction of
change analysis (see Supplementary Material Section F).
Study 2B showed no evidence of artificially boosted performance because of an attrition confound.
The Study 2A pre-intervention conflict problem accuracy for the initial response was actually higher
for the participants who did not participate (but were invited) in the re-test Study 2B (M = 36.7%, SEM
= 12.5) than for those who did participate (M = 13.4%, SEM = 2.7), t(44) = 2.63, p = .01, d = 1.25. The
final response accuracy did not differ for the two groups (Study 2B participation: M = 4.5%, SEM = 1.8;
no participation group: M = 5.0%, SEM = 5.0), t(44) = 0.10, p = .93, d =.05.)
For completeness, no-conflict problem accuracies were also analysed. For both final and initial
responses, performance remained at a stable high level throughout (see Supplementary Material
Section C).
Direction of change according to type of respondents from Study 2A. We contrasted the
conjunction problem direction of change test and re-test data for those reasoners who benefitted from
the first training to that for reasoners who did not benefit (i.e., “Biased” or “Improved” respondents 6
in Study 2A). As Figure 8 (right panel) shows, biased respondents (i.e., reasoners who answered
incorrectly before and after the first training, n = 15) kept giving a majority of “00” response patterns
two months later. In comparison, improved respondents (i.e., reasoners who benefitted from the first
training, n = 26) gave more “00” response patterns two months after the training intervention (32.3%)
than just after it (6.7%), but far less than before training (87.5%). In addition, improved respondents
produced more “11” response patterns (44.0%) two months after than just before Study 2A training
(1.3%). Critically, even two months after the intervention, they were still more likely to produce “11”
response patterns (44.0%) than “01” response patterns (7.0%), suggesting that the training provided
in Study 2A led most participants to intuit the correct solution strategy over a period of at least two
months. In sum, as with the base-rate problems, the results suggest that the conjunction training effect
persisted over time for those who benefited from the first training intervention.
Additional data. For completeness, consistent with Study 2A and Study 1B, we also presented
additional transfer problems and collected confidence ratings. We had no a priori hypotheses about

6 Remember that none of the Study 2A training group participants were coded as “Correct” (i.e., giving
a majority of correct responses in the absence of training)
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these data, but the interested reader can find an overview in the Supplementary Material (Section H
for transfer problems and Section I for confidence ratings). Also, the individual level of direction of
change analysis for studies 2A and 2B can be found in the Supplementary Material Section J.

Second training effect
We tested whether a second conjunction training (i.e., in Study 2B) could further improve
performance. We compared performance across the pre- and post-intervention blocks of Study 2A,
and across the post-intervention blocks of Study 2A and 2B.
Conjunction response accuracy. Figure 7 (right panel) shows that participants gave more final
correct responses after the training intervention of Study 2B (M = 65.8%, SEM = 7.1) than before it (M
= 34.4%, SEM = 6.9), t(39) = 4.67, p < .001, d = .74. However, the difference between Study 2B postintervention performance (M = 65.8%, SEM = 7.1) and Study 2A post-intervention performance (M =
62.9%, SEM = 6.5) did not reach significance, t(39) = 0.67, p = .50, d = .11.
With respect to initial-response accuracy, participants’ performance was again higher after the
training intervention of Study 2B (M = 66.2%, SEM = 7.1) than just before it (M = 42.7%, SEM = 6.4),
t(38) = 3.48, p = .001, d = .56, but it was almost identical to the level reached after the training
intervention of Study 2A (M = 63.0%, SEM = 6.4), t(38) = 0.60, p =.55, d = .10. Overall, consistent with
the Study 1B base-rate results, the second conjunction training remediated the slight performance
decrease two months after the initial training, but it failed to boost performance beyond the initial
training effect.
Note that the accuracy results presented here were also supported by a direction of change analysis
(see Supplementary Material Section F). No-conflict problem accuracies can also be found in the
Supplementary Material Section C.
Individual level directions of change classification. We performed a direction of change analysis
based on the type of respondent classification in Study 2A. Mirroring the overall accuracy effects, in
the “improved-respondent” groups, the proportion of “11” response patterns was higher after the
second training, compared to just before it (see Figure 8) and again reached the high post-intervention
level observed in Study 2A. Note that, for the “biased” group, there was a small trend towards slightly
more “11” responses after the second training but the effect was minimal.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present studies showed that a short training intervention boosted reasoners' performance on
the notorious base-rate and conjunction fallacy problems. Despite massive biased responding before
the training, once the underlying problem logic was explained, participants favoured the correct
response over a conflicting cued stereotypical response. Critically, the use of a two-response paradigm
established that this training effect was observed as soon as the initial, intuitive response stage. After
the training, participants no longer needed to deliberate to correct an intuitive stereotypical response
but generated the correct response immediately. This sound intuiting was persistent and was observed
until two months after the initial training.
Our results confirm previous debias findings that suggest that people can learn to intuitively discard
erroneous mathematical inferences (Boissin et al., 2021). The present findings establish that this also
generalizes to reasoning tasks in which participants are faced with biasing stereotypical beliefs.
Although debiasing reasoners’ beliefs is often considered difficult (e.g., Kaplan et al., 2016; Goel, 2022),
our results suggest that a modest intervention can effectively replace stereotypical intuitions with
logico-mathematical ones. We believe that these findings have important applied and theoretical
implications. At the same time, however, care should be taken to avoid over- and misinterpretation.
We discuss several key implications, potential misconceptions, limitations, and clarifications below.
Traditionally, it is assumed in the literature that debiasing interventions work by boosting
deliberation and get people to better correct erroneous intuitions (Lilienfeld et al., 2009; Milkman et
al., 2009). However, in many daily life situations reasoners will simply not have the time (or resources)
to engage in costly deliberation. Hence, if our interventions only taught participants to deliberate
more, they would be less than optimal (Boissin et al., 2021). As with most educational settings, we
ultimately do not only want people to correct erroneous intuitions but to avoid biased intuitions
altogether (Evans, 2019; Milkman et al., 2009; Reyna et al., 2015; Stanovich, 2018). The present study
indicates that debiasing interventions in which the problem logic is briefly explained have such
potential.
To avoid misinterpretation, it is important to highlight that our training did not lead to transfer
effects. The training should thus not be conceived as a panacea that magically tunes the whole System
1 in one single stop. The training results generalized to base-rate and conjunction tasks, with overall
similar effects across the two types of tasks, showing that participants can be trained to intuit correctly
with different types of reasoning problems. However, training base- rates did not help to solve the
conjunction fallacy or other unrelated problems, and vice versa. The training effects were task specific.
Reasoners did not learn to intuit (or deliberate) better in general. They got better at the very specific
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problem they were trained at. This fits with the finding that existing debiasing or cognitive training
programs are often task or domain specific (Lilienfeld et al., 2009; Sala & Gobet, 2019; but also see
Morewedge et al., 2015; Trouche et al., 2014). Our key finding is that this task specific training can play
at the intuitive level and is persistent. When we talk about “System 1 debiasing” it should be conceived
at this task specific level.
At the same time, as one of our reviewers remarked, the current training was also not explicitly
designed to maximize potential transfer. We opted for simple, short explanations of the principle at
hand such as they have been used in previous studies (e.g., Boissin et al., 2021, Bourgeois-Gironde &
Van Der Henst, 2009; Hoover & Healy, 2017; Purcell et al., 2020; Trouche et al., 2014). However, there
is a wide literature on transfer that has pointed to various factors that can help to obtain learning
transfer (e.g., the use of analogies, e.g., Gentner & Jeziorski, 1993; Gentner & Holyoak, 1997; Gick &
Holyoak, 1987). These principles were not used in our current minimalistic interventions. Hence, we
do not exclude that a more optimized training paradigm may give rise to transfer of debiasing effects.
Our point is that these were not observed in the current study.
The observed non-transferability of the current training effect does help to rule out a potential
alternative account for the training effect. In theory, it might be that the intervention simply cued a
“reversed” heuristic. That is, participants would not start giving more weight to the base-rate or
conjunction principle but simply deduce that they are being presented with counter-intuitive trick
problems in which the right answer is always the opposite of the cued heuristic/stereotypical response
(e.g., “pick what you don’t think it is”). This would lead to selection of the correct response on conflict
problems. However, it should also easily transfer to the untrained transfer problems. In addition, such
a “reversed heuristic” strategy should have resulted in floored performance on the no-conflict control
problems (on which the heuristic response is also correct). The consistent high accuracies on our noconflict control problems argue against this. In sum, the results suggest that participants learned to
favour the trained logical base-rate or conjunction rule over a conflicting intuitive heuristic response.
They did not show more accurate intuiting in general but neither started to blindly distrust intuitive
reasoning per se.
As a side note, we believe that from an applied point of view, the task specificity of the current
training is not necessarily problematic. The training is highly time and cost efficient. It literally takes
less than 5 minutes and requires no human trainer intervention. The approach should be readily
scalable. For example, one might put together a training battery with a range of different
tasks/principles. In this sense the lack of transfer might be less problematic than it might be perceived
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at first sight. Even if we do not get people to intuit better on untrained tasks, we should manage to
train them on those specific problems they most frequently encounter.
It is also important to stress that our results do not argue against a role of deliberation in debiasing
per se. Our key finding is that once the base-rate or conjunction principle is briefly explained to
reasoners, they can readily apply it to discard a conflicting stereotypical association and intuit
correctly. But the fact that people no longer need to deliberately correct once the problem logic is
clarified does not mean that deliberation plays no role in achieving this clarification. After all, during
our intervention block in which the problem was explained to reasoners, they were not under time or
dual task pressure and could take all the time they wanted to reflect on the explanations. Indeed, if
one wants to explain a problem, it would be nonsensical to not let people reflect on it (Boissin et al.,
2021). Hence, the point is not that training does not require deliberation. The point is that once the
logical principle is clarified/trained, reasoners can readily apply it and no longer need to deliberate to
correct their intuition.
At the theoretical level, the results have some interesting implications for our view on the nature
of reasoning errors and bias. Our training intervention was short, lasting less than 5 minutes and simply
illustrated the correct principle with a few examples. The fact that this nevertheless sufficed to
remediate reasoner’s intuiting suggests that the bias does typically not result from a lack of knowledge
or so-called “mind” or “storage” gap per se (e.g., De Neys & Bonnefon, 2013; Hoover & Healy, 2017,
2019; Stanovich, 2011). Obviously, it is unlikely that a five-minute training suffices to learn the
underlying logical principles ex nihilo (Boissin et al., 2021). That is, the fact that the short explanation
worked and allowed people to intuit correctly suggests that the critical knowledge was already
implicitly there. It simply needed to be stressed. Once this was clarified, reasoners could apply it
effortlessly.
The current findings may also fit with recent evolutions in dual process theorizing (De Neys, 2017;
De Neys & Pennycook, 2019). Traditionally, reasoning in line with logical principles on classic bias tasks
is believed to require a deliberate correction process in which the slow System 2 overrides an
erroneous initial System 1 intuition (Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Kahneman, 2011). Hence, sound
reasoning is believed to require demanding deliberation. Recent “dual process models 2.0” have
questioned this assumption (e.g., De Neys, 2017). The idea is that bias tasks will evoke different types
of intuitions. One of these will be based on stereotypical associations but another intuition will be
based on elementary knowledge of the logical principle that is evoked in the task. It is hypothesised
that throughout the school curriculum, people automatize the application of basic logicomathematical operations to some degree (e.g., De Neys, 2012; Raoelison et al., 2021; Stanovich, 2018).
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However, both intuitions would have a different activation strength. Typically, for most reasoners the
stereotypical intuition will dominate the logical one and lead to biased responding. In light of this
framework, one could argue that the training helps to boost the activation of the logical intuition. By
stressing the relevance of the principle, its activation strength will increase and can dominate the
competing stereotypical intuition. Consequently, when people are faced with the same task afterward,
the logical intuition will be favoured even without any further deliberation. While speculative, this
framework presents a potential mechanism to make sense of the current findings. At the very least it
should be clear that the results question the idea that reasoning bias results from a pure “mind gap”
and that correct reasoning necessarily requires deliberation.
Our results indicate that after training participants can generate the correct, logical response
intuitively. One may wonder whether these intuitive correct responses in the initial stage of the tworesponse paradigm have the exact same status as “proper” deliberate logical reasoning. Note that the
Dual Process 2.0 models and the work on logical intuitions we referred to above do not entail this is
the case (De Neys, 2017). It is assumed that respecting a logical principle can be done intuitively but
this does not imply that the intuitive and deliberate response is generated through the same
mechanism or has the same features (Bago & De Neys, 2017; De Neys & Pennycook, 2019). For
example, Bago and De Neys (2019) already observed that although spontaneous sound reasoners’ first
intuitive hunch is typically correct, they struggle to justify their correct hunches explicitly in the
absence of further deliberation. In the current context this may lead to the critique that the training
results are trivial. That is, one may argue that participants develop only a “pseudo-logical” heuristic
such as “pick the largest number” or “select the singular item that forms part of the most attractive
conjunction” without thinking through the conjunction or base-rate rule more generally. There are a
couple of point to make here. First, we showed that the training does not lead to a blind or generic
“reversed heuristic” in which participants simply learn to opt for the least intuitive answer on the task.
Second, the learning was persistent up to two months. Third, the neutral base-rate items indicated
that participants did not simply learn to favour the “largest” number but only showed this when baserates conflicted with the description. Hence, the training did genuinely help participants to favour a
response that aligned with a logical principle over a competing stereotypical intuition. However, this
does indeed not imply that this responding can be equated with logical reasoning per se. The point is
that we get participants to intuitively favour responses in line with different logical principles and
persistently avoid biased responding. This is far from a trivial feat, but we do not contest that it might
be possible to design more extensive training programs in which a more general logical mindset or
type of thinking is cued (e.g., one that might transfer to other tasks).
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To avoid confusion, we should also note that we used the dual process framework and labels (e.g..,
“System 1”, “System 2”) in this paper as a communication tool to talk about the interaction between
intuitive and deliberate reasoning processes. Dual process theories are sometimes opposed to single
model theories (e.g., Keren & Schul, 2009; Kruglanski & Gigerenzer, 2011; Osman, 2004). Both single
and dual process theories focus on the interaction between intuition and deliberation. But they differ
concerning the question as to whether the difference between the two types of processing should be
conceived as merely quantitative or qualitative in nature (see De Neys, 2021, for a recent review). The
present results are orthogonal to this discussion. Our findings do not argue in favour or against the
existence of qualitative differences. Hence, as one of our reviewers correctly implied, a single model
conceptualization would capture the present findings equally well. Our choice for the dual process
label is purely pragmatic here. We believe that the well-known labels are a handy vehicle to facilitate
communication among scholars.
We believe that our work can serve as a proof-of-principle that clarifies the potential of training
sound intuiting. However, the approach will need to be further validated, fine-tuned, and generalized.
For example, although the intervention helped to remediate most reasoners it did not help all
participants. Our re-test results (Study 1B and 2B) indicated that a second training two months later
had little impact on participants who did not benefit from the first training. Obviously, one could try
to boost the training efficacy with more immediate and/or frequent re-training. The optimal schedule
remains to be explored here.
Perhaps more critically, one may also want to explore the generalizability to other reasoning tasks
and domains. Our focus concerned classic reasoning tasks in which stereotypical associations conflict
with logico-mathematical knowledge. However, these tasks have suboptimal ecological validity
(Janssen et al., 2021; Politzer et al., 2017; Prado et al., 2020). Participants are tested in a somewhat
artificial context and are faced with relatively mundane—albeit salient—stereotypical associations.
People’s stereotypical associations in daily life settings (e.g., gender or racial discrimination in
recruitment decisions, e.g., Isaac et al., 2009; impact on skin color in threat inferences, e.g., Payne,
2006) or their erroneous personal beliefs in other contexts (e.g., climate change, vaccine safety,
conspiracy theories, or extreme political ideologies) might be more resistant to (intuitive) change. The
generalizability of the current results to these situations clearly remains to be tested.
Training sound intuiting undeniably holds great promise (Evans, 2019; Milkman et al., 2009; Reyna
et al., 2015). The present study indicates that this is not a naïve utopian goal. A training intervention
can effectively replace stereotypical intuitions with logico-mathematical ones. This suggest that our
intuitions or “System 1” is more malleable than often assumed and that debiasing our System 1 is more
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than a theoretical illusion. Although it is important to keep the limitations of the current work in mind,
we believe it should incite scholars to start exploring the possibility of System 1 debiasing more
seriously.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Items used in Study 1A, Study 2A, Study 1B and Study 2B
Base-rate items used in Study 1A
(1) This study contains high school students and librarians. Person 'M' is loud. There are 5 high school
students and 995 librarians. Is Person 'M' more likely to be:
-

A high school student

-

A librarian

(2) This study contains lawyers and gardeners. Person 'W' is argumentative. There are 3 lawyers and
997 gardeners. Is Person 'W' more likely to be:
-

A lawyer

-

A gardener

(3) This study contains clowns and accountants. Person 'L' is funny. There are 5 clowns and 995
accountants. Is Person 'L' more likely to be:
-

A novel writer

-

An accountant

(4) This study contains scientists and assistants. Person 'C' is intelligent. There are 4 scientists and 996
assistants. Is Person 'C' more likely to be:
-

A scientist

-

An assistant

(5) This study contains lab technicians and aerobics instructors. Person 'D' is active. There are 995 lab
technicians and 5 aerobics instructors. Is Person 'D' more likely to be:
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-

A lab technician

-

An aerobics instructor
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(6) This study contains I.T. technicians and boxers. Person 'F' is strong. There are 997 I.T. technicians
and 3 boxers. Is Person 'F' more likely to be:
-

An I.T. technician

-

A boxer

(7) This study contains nurses and artists. Person 'S' is creative. There are 997 nurses and 3 artists. Is
Person 'S' more likely to be:
-

A nurse

-

An artist

(8) This study contains businessmen and firemen. Person 'K' is brave. There are 996 businessmen and
4 firemen. Is Person 'K' more likely to be:
-

A businessman

-

A fireman

(9) This study contains doctors and farmers. Person 'A' is intelligent. There are 5 doctors and 995
farmers. Is Person 'A' more likely to be:
-

A doctor

-

A farmer

(10)This study contains writers and construction workers. Person 'W' is strong. There are 996 writers
and 4 construction workers. Is Person 'W' more likely to be:
-

A writer

-

A construction worker

(11)This study contains computer programmers and hippies. Person 'Z' is nerdy. There are 3 computer
programmers and 997 hippies. Is Person 'Z' more likely to be:
-

A computer programmer

-

A hippie
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(12)This study contains flight attendants and surgeons. Person 'C' is kind. There are 5 flight attendants
and 995 surgeons. Is Person 'C' more likely to be:
-

A flight attendant

-

A surgeon

(13)This study contains high school coaches and dentists. Person 'K' is loud. There are 3 high school
coaches and 997 dentists. Is Person 'K' more likely to be:
-

A high school coach

-

A dentist

(14)This study contains real estate agents and poor people. Person 'K' is persuasive. There are 5 real
estate agents and 995 poor people. Is Person 'K' more likely to be:
-

A real estate agent

-

A poor person

(15)This study contains accountants and boys. Person 'H' is immature. There are 997 accountants and
3 boys. Is Person 'H' more likely to be:
-

An accountant

-

A boy

(16)This study contains rich people and gardeners. Person 'G' is arrogant. There are 4 rich people and
996 gardeners. Is Person 'G' more likely to be:
-

A rich person

-

A gardener

Intervention base-rate items used in Study 1A:
(1) This study contains lab technicians and politicians. Person 'F' is dishonest. There are 996 lab
technicians and 4 politicians. Is Person 'F' more likely to be:
-

A lab technician

-

A politician
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(2) This study contains nannies and businessmen. Person 'Q' is ambitious. There are 997 nannies and
3 businessmen. Is Person 'Q' more likely to be:
-

A nanny

-

A businessman

(3) This study contains boxers and kindergarten teachers. Person 'V' is kind. There are 995 boxers and
3 kindergarten teachers. Is Person 'V' more likely to be:
-

A boxer

-

A kindergarten teacher

Neutral base-rate items used in Study 1A:
(1) This study contains saxophone players and trumpet players. Person 'R' is musical. There are 5
saxophone players and 995 trumpet players. Is Person 'R' more likely to be:
-

A saxophone player

-

A trumpet player

(2) This study contains doctors and lawyers. Person 'Y' is rich. There are 997 doctors and 3 lawyers. Is
Person 'Y' more likely to be:
-

A doctor

-

A lawyer

(3) This study contains men and women. Person 'T' is human. There are 4 men and 996 women. Is
Person 'T' more likely to be:
-

A man

-

A woman

(4) This study contains grandfathers and grandmothers. Person 'U' is old. There are 955 grandfathers
and 5 grandmothers. Is Person 'U' more likely to be:
-

A grandfather

-

A grandmother

CRT-like items used in Study 1A and 2A:
(1) Imagine you're in a car race. If you pass the car in fifth place, what place are you in?
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Fourth

-

Fifth

-

Sixth
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(2) Imagine you’re running a race. If you pass the person in second place, what place are you in?
-

First

-

Second

-

Third

Conjunction fallacy items used in Study 1A:
(1) James is 26. He lives in Manhattan. He likes to wear designer clothes and acts somewhat stuckup. On Sunday he plays golf with his father. Which statement is most likely?
-

James volunteers in the day care center in his free time

-

James volunteers in the day care center in his free time and works as a stockbroker.

(2) Jake is 20. He grew up in a poor family in a neglected neighbourhood. He is quite violent and
already served a short sentence in prison. Which statement is most likely?
-

Jake plays the violin

-

Jake plays the violin, and he is jobless

Base-rate items used in Study 1B:
(1) The study contains computer programmers and hippies. Person 'B' is unconventional. There are 5
hippies and 995 computer programmers. Is Person 'B' more likely to be:
-

A computer programmer

-

A hippie

(2) The study contains accountants and boys. Person 'G' is organized. There 4 accountants and 996
boys. Is Person 'G' more likely to be:
-

A boy

-

An accountant
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(3) The study contains artists and nurses. Person 'T' is helpful. There are 997 artists and 3 nurses.
Person 'T' is more likely to be:
-

An artist

-

A nurse

(4) The study contains consultants and boxers. Person 'A' is strong. There are 995 consultants and 5
boxers. Is Person 'A' more likely to be:
-

A consultant

-

A boxer

(5) The study contains architects and telemarketers. Person 'Q' is creative. There are 3 architects and
997 telemarketers. Is Person 'Q' more likely to be:
-

A telemarketer

-

An architect

(6) The study contains lab technicians and politicians. Person 'E' is intelligent. There are 5 lab
technicians and 995 politicians. Is Person 'E' more likely to be:
-

A politician

-

A lab technician

(7) The study contains rich people and paramedics. Person 'J' is reliable. There are 996 rich people and
4 paramedics. Is Person 'J' more likely to be:
-

A rich people

-

A paramedic

(8) The study contains nannies and businessmen. Person 'C' is ambitious. There are 997 nannies and
3 businessmen. Is Person 'C' more likely to be:
-

A nanny

-

A businessman

(9) The study contains flight attendants and scientists. Person 'H' is intelligent. There are 3 scientists
and 997 flight attendants. Is Person 'H' more likely to be:
-

A flight attendant
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A scientist

(10)The study contains dentists and clowns. Person 'R' is funny. There are 4 clowns and 996 dentists.
Is Person 'R' more likely to be:
-

A dentist

-

A novel writer

(11)The study contains writers and sixteen-year-olds. Person 'Z' is immature. There are 996 writers and
4 sixteen-year-olds. Is Person 'Z' is more likely to be:
-

A writer

-

A sixteen-year-old

(12)The study contains I.T. technicians and real estate agents. Person 'U' is nerdy. There are 997 real
estate agents and 3 I.T. technicians. Is Person 'U' more likely to be:
-

A real estate agent

-

An I.T. technician

(13)The study contains lawyers and gardeners. Person 'X' is gentle. There are 5 gardeners and 995
lawyers. Is Person 'X' more likely to be:
-

A lawyer

-

A gardener

(14)The study contains women and drummers. Person 'M' is sensitive. There 4 women and 996
drummers. Is Person 'M' more likely to be:
-

A drummer

-

A woman

(15)The study contains lab technicians and aerobics instructors. Person 'D' is intelligent. There are 996
aerobics instructors and 4 lab technicians. Is Person 'D' more likely to be:
-

An aerobics instructor

-

A lab technician
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(16)The study contains librarians and politicians. Person 'Y' is quiet. There are 997 politicians and 3
librarians. Is Person 'Y' more likely to be:
-

A politician

-

A librarian

Intervention base-rate items used in Study 1B:
(1) This study contains librarians and politicians. Person 'Y' is quiet. There are 996 politicians and 4
librarians. Is Person 'Y' more likely to be:
-

A politician

-

A librarian

(2) This study contains men and nannies. Person 'Q' is kind. There are 997 men and 3 nannies. Is
Person 'Q' more likely to be:
-

A man

-

A nanny

(3) This study contains lab technicians and aerobics instructors. Person 'V' is active. There are 995 lab
technicians and 3 aerobics instructors. Is Person 'V' more likely to be:
-

A lab technician

-

An aerobics instructor

Neutral base-rate items used in Study 1B:
(1) This study contains saxophone players and trumpet players. Person 'R' is musical. There are 5
saxophone players and 995 trumpet players. Is Person 'R' more likely to be:
-

A saxophone player

-

A trumpet player

(2) This study contains surgeons and nurses. Person 'Y' is careful. There are 997 nurses and 3
surgeons. Is Person 'Y' more likely to be:
-

A surgeon

-

A nurse
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(3) This study contains grandfathers and grandmothers. Person 'E' is old. There are 4 grandmothers
and 996 grandfathers. Is Person 'E' more likely to be:
-

A grandmother

-

A grandfather

(4) This study contains painters and pianists. Person 'U' is creative. There are 955 painters and 5
pianists. Is Person 'U' more likely to be:
-

A painter

-

A pianist

CRT-like items used in Study 1B and 2B:
(1) Imagine you are queuing at the supermarket. If you pass the person in third place, what place are
you in?
-

Second

-

Third

-

Fourth

(2) Imagine you’re playing Mario Kart. If you pass the character in sixth place, what place are you in ?
-

Fifth

-

Sixth

-

Seventh

Conjunction fallacy items (long format) used in Study 1B:
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(1) Jamal is 21. Jamal lives near Brooklyn. He has dreadlocks and drives a convertible. He is 6' 7” (6
feet and 7 inches tall) and very athletic. Which statement is most likely?
-

Jamal is a basketball player

-

Jamal is a basketball player and a gymnast

(2) Santiago is 20. He grew up in a middle-class family in New York. He enjoys visiting the city's
museums and spending time with his family. Which statement is most likely?
-

Santiago is a musician

-

Santiago is a musician and a chess player.

Conjunction fallacy items used in Study 2A:
(1) Piper, 25, has previously studied aerodynamics and likes extreme sports. Is it most probable that
the described person is:
-

A history teacher

-

A mortician

-

A history teacher and a scrabble player

-

A history teacher and a motorcycle racer

(2) Blake, 39, has previously studied comedy and likes laughing. Is it most probable that the described
person is:
-

An archivist

-

A bank CEO

-

An archivist and a kareteka

-

An archivist and a clown

(3) Corey, 36, has previously studied journalism and likes gossip. Is it most probable that the described
person is:
-

A forest ranger

-

A mine-clearer

-

A forest ranger and a handyman

-

A forest ranger and a tabloid reader
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(4) Perry, 36, has previously studied literature and likes poetry. Is it most probable that the described
person is:
-

A carpenter

-

An Olympic medallist

-

A carpenter and a hockey player

-

A carpenter and a novel writer

(5) Briar, 30, has previously studied economics and likes quality tobacco. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A shop assistant

-

A snowboard professional

-

A shop assistant and a ballet dancer

-

A shop assistant and a cigar smoker

(6) Errin, 27, has previously studied pattern design and likes sewing. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A caregiver

-

An astronaut

-

A caregiver and a genealogist

-

A caregiver and a fashion enthusiast

(7) Maddy, 30, has previously studied gastronomy and likes French food. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A gardener

-

-A Court of Appeal Judge

-

A gardener and a weightlifter

-

A gardener and a wine taster

(8) Edwin,38, has previously studied astronomy and likes sci-fi. Is it most probable that the described
person is:
-

A longshoreman

-

An Oscar winner

-

A longshoreman and an equestrian
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A longshoreman and a stargazer

(9) Corri, 26, has previously studied web marketing and likes social media. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A fireman

-

A sword swallower

-

A fireman and a puzzle lover

-

A fireman and a youtuber

(10) Bryce, 41, has previously studied performing arts and likes sports. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A fruit picker

-

A head of state

-

A fruit picker and a video gamer

-

A fruit picker and an acrobat

(11) Hazel, 43, has previously studied geography and likes foreign culture. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A pawnbroker

-

A swordsman

-

A pawnbroker and a perfumer

-

A pawnbroker and a globetrotter

(12) Haven, 35, has previously studied gender studies and likes hardcore music. Is it most probable
that the described person is:
-

A shoemaker

-

An Archbishop

-

A shoemaker and a Jehovah witness

-

A shoemaker and a feminist

(13) Falon, 26, has previously studied education and likes children. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
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A flight attendant

-

A duke

-

A flight attendant and a rally racing fan

-

A flight attendant and a dad
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(14) Damon, 27, has previously studied linguistics and likes storytelling. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A machine operator

-

A heavyweight boxer

-

A machine operator and a free climber

-

A machine operator and a book lover

(15) Julia, 31, has previously studied cultural analysis and likes Apple products. Is it most probable
that the described person is:
-

A house painter

-

A corporal

-

A house painter and a carpet weaver

-

A house painter and an iPad owner

(16) Wayne, 39, has previously studied zoology and likes mountain nature. Is it most probable that
the described person is:
-

A musician

-

A navy admiral

-

A musician and a juggler

-

A musician and birdwatcher

Intervention conjunction fallacy items used in Study 2A:
(1) Tracy, 45, has previously studied synchronized swimming and likes the beach. Is it most probable
that the described person is:
-

A plumber

-

A celebrity DJ

-

A plumber and a tanner

-

A plumber and a diver
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(2) Sloan, 39, has previously studied masonry and likes tattoos. Is it most probable that the described
person is:
-

A nanny

-

A deputy

-

A nanny and a cat lover

-

A nanny and a hard rock lover

(3) Rowan, 45, has previously studied cosmetics and likes hair styling. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A prison warden

-

A stuntman

-

A prison warden and a crossword puzzle lover

-

A prison warden and a hairdresser

Base-rate items (long format) used in Study 2A:
(1)

In a study, 1000 people were tested. Among the participants, there were 4 men and 996

women. Jo is a randomly chosen participant of this study. Jo is 23 years old and is finishing a degree in
engineering. On Friday nights, Jo likes to go out cruising with friends while listening to loud music and
drinking beer. What is most likely ?
-

Jo is a man

-

Jo is a woman

(2)

In a study, 1000 people were tested. Among the participants, there were 997 nurses and 3

doctors. Paul is a randomly chosen participant of this study. Paul is 34 years old. He lives in a beautiful
home in a posh suburb. He is well spoken and very interested in politics. He invests a lot of time in his
career. What is most likely ?
-

Paul is a nurse

-

Paul is a doctor

Conjunction fallacy items used in Study 2B:
(1) Emery, 27, has previously studied robotics and likes AI. Is it most probable that the described person
is:
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A cashier

-

An international pop singer

-

A cashier and a cheerleader

-

A cashier and a computer hacker
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(2) Jamie, 42, has previously studied sea winds and likes to sail. Is it most probable that the described
person is:
-

A postal worker

-

A rock star

-

A postal worker and a car collector

-

A postal worker and a fisherman

(3) Glenn, 40, has previously studied military strategy and likes combat sports. Is it most probable that
the described person is:
-

An insurer

-

A palaeontologist

-

An insurer and a knitter

-

An insurer and a gun owner

(4) Tobey, 33, has previously studied biology and likes forest excursions. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A masseur

-

A fighter pilot

-

A masseur and a wrestler

-

A masseur and a mushroom picker

(5) Katie, 32, has previously studied fine arts and likes painting. Is it most probable that the described
person is:
-

A parking attendant

-

A brain surgeon

-

A parking attendant and a snowboarder

-

A parking attendant and a cartoonist
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(6) Jenny, 33, has previously studied political science and likes local politics. Is it most probable that
the described person is:
-

A receptionist

-

a princess

-

a receptionist and a poker player

-

a receptionist and a political party member

(7) Lewis, 36, has previously studied Mechanics and likes steamships. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A waiter

-

An opera singer

-

A waiter and a blogger

-

A waiter and a boat lover

(8) Wyatt, 42, has previously studied musicology and likes jazz. Is it most probable that the described
person is:
-

A taxi driver

-

An ostrich farmer

-

A taxi driver and an orienteer

-

A taxi driver and a record collector

(9) Shawn, 40, has previously studied real estate and likes luxury items. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A courier

-

A submarine captain

-

A courier and a make-up artist

-

A courier and a watch collector

(10) Gavyn, 41, has previously studied marketing and likes to deceive. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A bodyguard

-

An ant farmer
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A bodyguard and a nature lover

-

A bodyguard and a poker player
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(11) Blair, 32, has previously studied theology and likes choral singing. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A warehouse worker

-

A formula 1 driver

-

A warehouse worker and a paintball player

-

A warehouse worker and a Christian

(12) Chris, 31, has previously studied computer science and likes Japanese comics. Is it most probable
that the described person is:
-

A bartender

-

A diplomat

-

A bartender and a pipe smoker

-

A bartender and an online gamer

(13) Marin, 29, has previously studied sound engineering and likes hifi speakers. Is it most probable
that the described person is:
-

A baker

-

A countess

-

A baker and an extreme sportsman

-

A baker and a music lover

(14) Alexa, 35, has previously studied sociology and likes trade unions. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A bus driver

-

A rock star

-

A bus driver and a stock speculator

-

A bus driver and a social democrat

(15) Amber, 28, has previously studied mathematics and likes board games. Is it most probable that
the described person is:
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A guard

-

A moose farmer

-

A guard and a martial artist

-

A guard and a chess player
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(16) Aaron, 40, has previously studied handicrafts and likes pottery. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A tour guide

-

A game show winner

-

A tour guide and a sniper

-

A tour guide and a woodcarver

Intervention conjunction fallacy items used in Study 2B:
(1) Robin, 29, has previously studied psychology and likes charity. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A bailiff

-

A snake-charmer

-

A bailiff and a sports bettor

-

A plumber and a diver

(2) Addie, 35, has previously studied Philosophy and likes Greek history. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

An aerobics instructor

-

A shark trainer

-

An aerobics instructor and a reality show fan

-

An aerobics instructor and an art collector

(3) Shane, 37, has previously studied chemistry and likes makeup. Is it most probable that the
described person is:
-

A garbage collector

-

A parachutist

-

A garbage collector and an animal protector

-

A garbage collector and a body painter
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Base-rate items (long format) used in Study 2B:
(1) In a study 1000 people were tested. Among the participants there were 3 who live in a condo and
997 who live in a farmhouse. Kurt is a randomly chosen participant of this study. Kurt works on
Wall Street and is single. He works long hours and wears Armani suits to work. He likes wearing
shades. What is most likely ?
-

Kurt lives in a condo

-

Kurt lives in a farmhouse

(2) In a study 1000 people were tested. Among the participants there were 3 girls and 997 boys. Erin
is a randomly chosen participant of this study. Erin is 13 years old. Erin’s favourite subject is art.
Erin’s favourite things to do are shopping and having sleepovers with friends to gossip about other
kids at school. What is most likely ?
-

Erin is a boy

-

Erin is a girl

Data for the type of justification from Study 1A
In the first base-rate study, after the last conflict problem of the post-intervention, participants
were asked to select a rationale for their final response. They had to choose between four possible
choices. This appeared on the screen:
We are interested in the reasoning behind your response to the final question:
This study contains secretaries and telemarketers.
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Person 'J' is persuasive.
There are 995 secretaries and 5 telemarketers.
Is Person 'J' more likely to be:
- a secretary
- a telemarketer
Could you please justify, why do you think that your previously entered response is the correct
response to the question? Please choose from the presented options below:

o

I did the math. Please specify how: _____________________________

o

I guessed.

o

I decided based on intuition/gut feeling.

o

Other. Please specify how: ___________________________________

The coding format and procedure was based on Bago and De Neys (2019). A justification was
considered as correct when it explicitly mentioned the use of the base-rate (e.g. “Greater number of
Secretaries to telemarketers. For every 1 marketer there are 199 secretaries, so the odds are stacked
against it being a telemarketer.”). All other responses were coded as incorrect.

Table S1.
Frequency of different types of justifications for the final base-rate conflict problem during the postintervention in Study 1A.
Justification

Control group

Training group

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Incorrect

response

response

response

response
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(n = 32)

(n = 13)

(n=40)

(n=7)

Guess

2

-

1

-

Intuitions

5

8

3

4

Correct

21

-

34

-

Incorrect

4

5

2

3

Note. Justification data of 9 participants is missing because their trial was excluded due to a missed
deadline (see Exclusion Criteria).

No-Conflict problem accuracy in Study 1A, Study 2A, Study 1B and Study 2B
Table S2.
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Average accuracy (%) for the no-conflict problems (SEM) in Study 1A (base-rate problems).
Group

Initial response
Pre-

Post-intervention

intervention

Final response
Pre-

Post-intervention

intervention

Control

95.9 (1.9)

93.5 (2.1)

Training

99.3 (0.7)

95.8 (1.7)

97.3 (1.9)
98.3

(1.0)

96.6 (1.3)
97.3 (1.4)

Table S3.
Average accuracy (%) for the no-conflict problems (SEM) in Study 2A (conjunction fallacy
problems).
Group

Initial response
Pre-

Post-intervention

intervention

Final response
Pre-

Post-intervention

intervention

Control

80.1 (3.0)

73.9 (3.5)

73.3 (3.6)

80.1 (3.1)

Training

70.7 (4.5)

85.9 (2.9)

73.9 (3.8)

91.1 (2.9)

Table S4.
Average accuracy (%) for the no-conflict problems (SEM) in Study 1B (base-rate problems).
Block

Initial response

Final response

Pre-intervention

94.3 (2.3)

98.4 (1.1)

Post-intervention

95.3 (2.7)

96.3 (2.6)

Table S5.
Average accuracy (%) for the no-conflict problems (SEM) in Study 2B (conjunction fallacy
problems).
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Block

Initial response

Final response

Pre-intervention

78.6 (5.0)

75.8 (5.3)

Post-intervention

85.7 (3.9)

93.5 (2.7)
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Isolated transfer problem accuracy in Study 1A, Study 2A, Study 1B and Study
2B

Figure S1. Average initial and final accuracy on isolated transfer items for Study 1A and 2A. Error bars
represent standard error of the mean (SEM).
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Figure S2. Average initial and final accuracy, for Study 1A, Study 2A, Study 1B and Study 2B of the
isolated transfer items of the trained participants who took part in the re-test studies. Error bars
represent standard error of the mean (SEM).
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Conjunction fallacy problems: frequency of each individual response option in
Study 2A and Study 2B

Figure S3. Frequency of each individual response option in Study 2A (conjunction fallacy items) for the
initial and the final responses, before and after the intervention in the control and training group.
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Figure S4. Frequency of each individual response option in Study 2A and 2B (conjunction fallacy items)
for the initial and the final responses before and after the intervention for the trained participants who
took part in the re-test.
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Direction of change analysis of change from Study 1A, Study 2A, Study 1B and
Study 2B

Figure S5. Proportion of each direction of change (i.e., 00 trials, 01 trials, 10 trials and 11 trials) for the
conflict problems according to Block (Pre-intervention vs Post-intervention), for base-rate studies
(Study 1A and Study 1B) and conjunction fallacy studies (Study 2A and Study 2B) of the participants
who took part in the re-test.
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Neutral problems accuracy of Study 1A and Study 1B

Figure S6. Average initial and final neutral problem accuracy in Study 1A and Study 1B of the
participants who took part in the re-test. Error bars are standard errors.
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Transfer problems accuracy of Study 1A, Study 2A, Study 1B and Study 2B

Figure S7. Average initial and final accuracy on transfer problems in Study 1A and Study 1B and in Study
2A and 2B, according to Block (Pre- vs Post-intervention) of the participants who took part in the retest. Error bars are standard errors.
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Conflict detection index with confidence ratings for Study 1A, Study 2A, Study
1B and Study 2B

Figure S8. Percentage of mean differences in confidence ratings (error standard of the mean) between
conflict and no-conflict problems as an index of conflict detection, before and after the intervention,
in Study 1A and Study 1B (base-rate problems) and in Study 2A and Study 2B (conjunction problems),
of the participants who took part in the re-test. Error bars are standard errors.
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Individual level of direction of change in Study 1B and Study 2B for the
participants who took part in the re-test.

Figure S9. Individual level direction of change (each row represents one participant) in Study 1B (baserate problems). Due to the discarding of missed deadline and load trials (see Trial Exclusion), not all
participants contributed 8 analysable trials.
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Figure S10. Individual level direction of change (each row represents one participant) in Study 2B (baserate problem). Due to the discarding of missed deadline and load trials (see Trial Exclusion), not all
participants contributed 8 analysable trials.

